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Area March Of Dimes Completes
Another Successful Fund Drive
The Jackson Purchase Chapter of the
March of Dimes recently concluded
another successful fund-raising year,
grossing over $53,000 in the 13 county area,
an increase of nearly $3,000 over the
preceding year.
The money was raised in a variety of
ways from the long-traditional Mothers
March, which marked its 25th anniversary
this year, to the increasingly-popular
Walkathon. There was a chili supper in
Carlisle County sponsored by the FBLA
Club, a trail ride in Caldwell Co. and in
Calvert City, third and fourth graders
collected a 34-foot tape of dimes when state
poster child, Lee Kinsey of Sedalia, visited
their school.
Mothers Marchers, held in Murray,
Paducah, Mayfield, Clinton, Cadiz and
Calvert City, grossed almost $12,000.
Walkathons in McCracken, Fulton, Lyon
and Crittenden Counties raised nearly
$15,000. These, added to a $5000 Bike-a-
thon in Graves Co. and the $3200 Trail Ride
in Caldwell Co., had some 1500 par-
ticipants of all ages,
Over $10,000 was raised in mail con-
tributions from individuals and another
$6,000 from the businesses and industries
throughout the chapter. The remaining
$2000 was raised in school envelope
collections and other youth-sponsored
activities.
The chapter's role in the area is two-fold
in the eyes of its director, Ann Palormo.
With such strong support from the citizens
as a whole through their contributions and
the countless -number of volunteers who
work in so many ways in the various
communities, she feels the chapter must
continually strive to find ways to improve
and increase its input into the Purchase
Area.
In outlining the work of the chapter in
the past year, Mrs. Palormo pointed out
that the March of Dimes programs are
evolving from a primary focus on treat-
ment of children born with birth defects to
the prevention of birth defects through
improved maternal and infant health care
services.
In no way does this mean that the March
of Dimes is no longer concerned with t.*
children with birth defects. In fact the
chapter spent some $3500 during the year
in direct aid to families with such children
to assist them with transportation costs for
treatment in Louisville, Memphis or Nash-
ville, pay for medications, or shoes and
(See Drive, Page 18)
Hopkinsville Youth
Injured In Mishap
Andy Worshom of Hopkinsville was
injured in a skiing mishap near the
Kenlake Marina Sunday about 6:30 p. m.
Officials at the Kenlake Marina said
Worshom, age 14, was behind a boat
getting ready to start skiing when another
boat pulling two skiers came by, failed to
see Worshom, and hit the skier with the
boat.
Wershom was brought to the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital by a Marshall
County ambulance. The Kentucky Water
Patrol was called to the scene for an in-
vestigation.
Hospital officials said this morning that
Worshom is listed in critical condition but
stable and is a patient in the Intensive
Care Unit.
Three Persons Dead As Violent__
Rainstorm Hits Cleveland Area
Three persons died and a 9-year-old girl
was missing today after reportedly being
sucked down a sewer during a violent rain-
storm that left up to 6 feet of water in the
streets of Cleveland.
Cars were submerged, streets buckled,
and some homeowners had to be rescued
by Coast Guardsmen in rowboats after the
storm dumped up to 4 inches of rain in the
northern Ohio area Sunday night.
Four tornadoes were spawned by a line
of thunderstorms that extended from
western Wisconsin - into southeast
Nebraska. Three hit Wisconsin and one
swooped down in Iowa.
A Montego, Wis., man wareldlled and his
wife injured when wind toppled a trtie onto
their car on a rural road, and six persons
were injured when a twister tipped over
trailers in northwest Wisconsin.
Texas police said heavy rains were par-
tially to blame for a three-car crash that
left five persons dead.
Less severe thunderstorms occurred in
the middle Atlantic states and the lower
Mississippi Valley. Temperatures in the
20s were reported overnight in Yel-
lowstone National Park where snow fell
Sunday.
In Cleveland, police said some streets
were torn apart when sewers caved in af-
ter overflowing with rainwater.
Police searched for 9-year-old
Jacqueline Boomer, who they said was
believed to have been sucked through an
open manhole as she waded in swirling
waters on the city's West Side.
Her 13-year-old brother, Michael, told
police he and Jacqueline were going
toward a submerged car near a railroad
overpass when he looked back and she had
disappeared.
Police said the manhole apparently was
pushed off by the surge of water backing
up through the sewer system.
The body of Richard Ambeau, 38, was
found outside an apartment building near
Case Western Reserve University.
Authorities said they believed he drowned
while trying to escape from his car. Water
was 6 feet deep in the area.
Two 12-year-old boys from Cleveland
Heights were killed by lightning while
playing football in a park, police said.
They were identified by hospital officials
as Ernest Martin and Ronnie Morgan.
Police and the U.S.. Coast Guard hauled
three boats to University Circle and
rescued a score of persons from flooded
homes.
The storm felled power lines and caused
flboding of basements in many sections of
the city. A dozen squad cars were sub-
merged in the basement garage at their
Fourth District headquarters.
Heavy rain cut down visibility and
slicked the highway near Conroe in
southeast Texas on Sunday where a three-
car accident claimed five lives. State
police said the dead were Joyce Scott, 32,
of Conroe, and her daughter Robin
Gillaspie, 12; Albert H. Wittliff Jr., 48, of
Houston, and his wife Shirley, 37, and their
son Bruce, 14.
Calloway Rated Stronger
Market Than Most Areas
In a new survey of business, covering
every section of the country, Calloway
County stands out as a stronger market
than most.
With local families earning more and
spending more in the past year than in
other communities of its size, the area is
given a high rating for business activity.
The facts and figures have just been
released in a copy-righted report, entitled
Survey of Buying Power, issued by Sales
Management, the marketing publication.
It gives comparable data for each county
in the United States.
Calloway County consumers, it shows,
were in the marketplace in the year in
greater strength than had been expected,
in view of the economic( 
doldrums that
prevailed nationally.
Because of this, local merchants were
able to chalk up a sales volume of
$813,390,000.
On the basis of population solely, this
was more than might have been an-
ticipated. If that were the only con-
sideration, retail stores in the area should
have accounted for no more than .0131
percent of the countries total, since the
local population represents that proportion
of the national.
The results were better than that,
however, with local stores getting .0144
percent of the national.
What made it possible was the fact that
most families in Calloway County had
bigger incomes than before, although
much of the gain was wiped out by rising
prices.
The survey shows that net earnings of
local residents, after payment of taxes,
amounted to $109,239,000, topping the prior
year's $100,192,000.
This was equivalent to a median after-
tax income of $8,839 per household. with
half of the families earning more than that
and half earning less.
The relative standing of one community
to another, with respect to purchasing
power and business vitality, is shown
through an index of sales activity.
Calloway County is given an index rating
of 110, which is 10 percent better than the
national average.
FIVE INEUREDFive Persons were injured in a two car accident at 9:30 a.m. today, acco
rding to Kentucky State Trooper
Joe Oakley, who investigated the incident. Oakley said a pickup truck dri
ven by Jeff Paschall, Route Two Hazel, was
pulling from the old Murray-Paris Road, and a car driven by Edna D. Moore, Route
 five, was going South on Highway 121
when the accident occurred. Phyllis Roberts, Route five, was treated and rel
eased at the Murray-Calloway Count
Hospital; her son, Ray Roberts, age three, was admitted for preatment of a 
concussion: Paschall, Mrs. Moore and Ease
Henry were also taken to the hospital, but the extent of their injuries was not know
n at presstime.
Staff Photo by Davi'', HA
HORSING AROUND — Ten-year-old Missy Mobley takes tim
e out from
training a neighbor's horse to feed him some grass in a field near 
their home in
Murray. Missy is the daughter of Bob and Pat Mobley.




Violence accompanied a 10-week old
strike at the local Tappan plant today as
about 500 union members prevented
company employes from entering the
plant.
Local law enforcement officials, who did
not break up the gathering, said that
bricks and rocks were thrown at a car
driven by company employe Starkie
Colson. The windshield on the car was
broken and several other rocks also hit the
car, according to officials.
Officials said that no action is planned at
this time to prevent the union members
from blocking the entrances. No company
employes were allowed into the plant
today.
Union spokesmen said the block was put
on because of company attempts to bring




The Murray High School Student Council
will collect used books from eleven a. m. to
three p. m. on Tuesday, August 26, at the
At this time all new students are
welcome to come to the school to see the
school building and grounds, a council
spokesman said.
Used books will be sold by the Student
Council from one to four p. m. on Wed-
nesday, August 27. A fee of ten cents for











Deaths & Funerals 10
Oil Official Says Controls
Should End Gradually In U. S.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The chairman of
Mobil Oil Corp. says oil price controls
should end gradually, rather than expire
abruptly next weekend, to avoid a "shock
to America's fragile economic recovery."
Rawleigh Warner Jr., chairman of the
third largest U.S. oil company, said
"nobody really knows" what the total eco-
nomic effect will be if controls end sud-
denly but it "could stimulate higher
prices, higher wages and perhaps some
loss of jobs."
Warner, in a letter to members of
Congress, said a gradual end of price con-
trols over several years "cushions the im-
pact of higher prices on the consumer over
a period of time." Warner thus became the
first U.S. oil executive to oppose a sudden
end to controls.
Mobil has both U.S. and foreign oil sour-
ces.
Warner also criticized proposals that
would impose a windfall-profits tax on the
oil companies if controls end suddenly.
Such a tax could fail to achieve its ob-
jectives in the future because today's win-
dfall profits "may become tomorrrow's vi-
tal earnings," Warner said.
Price controls that place a $5.25-a-barrel
ceiling on about 60 per cent of U.S.-
produced oil automatically expire Aug. 31,
allowing the price to climb to the
unregulated world price of around $12 a
barrel.
Congress has approved a six-month ex-
tension of the controls. President Ford has
promised to veto that measure, and ad-
ministration energy experts maintain the
economic impact of decontrol will not be
severe.
Federal Reserve Board Chairman Ar-
thur Burns predicted Sunday that gasoline
would increase by 2 cents to 2tt cents a
gallon if oil price controls end suddenly,
Ford removes his $2-a-barrel tariff on im-
ported oil and there are windfall profits
taxes on the oil companies.
Congress is scheduled to vote on whether
to override the veto shortly after the
lawmakers return from their August
vacation on Sept. 3.
Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield.
Partly ,.Cloudy
Partly cloudy, warm and humid with
widely scattered thundershowers this af-
ternoon and tonight. High today in the low
90s.'Low tonight in the low 70s. Mostly
cloudy with a good chance of thun-
dershowers Tuesday. High in the upper 80s
and low 90s. Wednesday partly cloudy and
Wfl rIT1
in a speech Sunday at Libby Dam, Mont.,
with Ford sharing the rostrum, said he
hoped the President would not veto the ex-
tension.
Ford, in his formal remarks at the
dedication of the $470-million Libby Dam,
said this country is known for is its ability
to get people of different persuasions to sit
down and try to work out problems.
He also declared the United States must
act now to seek energy self-sufficiency.
"We have delayed too long," the President
said. "If we fail to get cracking on a
solution, we will have to depend more and
more on foreign sources of energy in the
future."
President Calls For Tax
Incentives For Industry
CHICAGO (AP) — Declaring America's
economic machine is not running at top
speed. President Ford today called for tax
incentives for industry and an end to the
"quicksand" of federal business
regulation.
Ford said U.S. industry is starving for
capital to expand but is strangled by in-
flation, restrictive tax laws and govern-
ment red tape.
"Our financial ability to increase
production is declining," the President
said in remarks prepared for the con-
vention of the American Hardware Manu-
facturers Assn. "This decline is curtailing
needed growth in jobs and income and un-
dermining our ability to compete in-
ternationally."
He said his administration policies, if
adopted by Congress, would lead to "in-
creased jobs, income and full recovery."
Ford noted that despite a high unem-
ployment rate, 85 million Americans are at
work. He said the challenge is to creat,g 14
million new jobs,by 1980 ''to meet 'the
needs of our expanding population."
The President said that just before
Congress recessed for August he proposed
to stimulate capital investment through
tax incentives. Those proposals included
an increased investment tax credit, tax ek
emptions on preferred stock dividends ana
an end to "double taxation on dividends - -
in which both the corporation and
stockholder are taxed."
Ford continued: "As expected, these
proposals have raised an outcry from
some members of Congress ... but the
Congress has come up with no alter-
natives. We must do something about ex-
panding our sources of capital to create
jobs —and we must do it now."
He said some experts estimate that total
investment requirements coilld reach as
high as $4 trillion in the next few years.
In his strongest statement yet about
what he calls .excessive government
regulation, Ford told the manufacturers
"my object is to get the federal gov-
ernment as far out of your business, out of
your lives, out of your pocket and out of
your hair — as I can."
"Government regulations and restric-
tions now cost consumers billions of
dollars each year," he said.
"One of the goals I have set for myself as
President is to cut big government down to
size," he said. "I want to put an end to the
mountain of paperwork and the quicksand
of regulation which big government makes
every American businessman cope with."
The President also said that, as part of
his over-all program, "We must maintain
an antitrust policy which validates our
commitment to competitive markets."
Ford stopped here on his way back to
Washington from a two-week western
vacation.
Ford harkened back to his Navy days
Sunday night when he sat down to dinner
with one the nation's leading Democrats,
Mayor Richard J. Daley.
The President explained the difference
between his party and Daley's by saying
that Daley "tends to favor the port (left )
tack and I tend to favor the starboard
(right) tack." The setting was appropriate
for the nautical flavor of Ford's remark —
a private dinner at the Chicago Yacht Club
held by Daley for participants and officials
of the 1975 championships of the In-
ternational Star (lass Yacht Racing
Association.
Ford also observed "that I have been
crew and now I am a skipper, and believe
me, being a part of the crew is eaSier."
After leaving his vacation spot at Vail,
Colo., Ford flew Sunday to Lipby Dam,
Mont., where he helped declickte a $70-
million hydroelectric plant.
He got in his last round of golf at the Vail
municipal course Saturday. Ford put in
around five hours a day on the links for 11
days. The only times he missed were the
two days he was on a speaking trip in the
Midwest.








Two fifth and sixth graders from Calloway County spent
the week of August 11-15 at Camp Currie, one of the three
conservation education camps operated by the Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources. The campers, who have all
participated in the Department's Conservation Education
program in the schools, spent the week swimming, boating,
and fishing and also received instruction in boating safety,
conservation, and safe gun handling. Pictured are Lisa
Maupin, junior counselor, Virginia Beam, Shannon Beam,
Natalie Wood, Kim Johnson, counselor, Doug Travis and
Ronnie Haywood, the latter two being wildlife officers.
Pairings For. Ladies Day Golf
At Murray Country Club Listed
The women of the Murray
Country Club will hold their
regular ladies day golf on
Wednesday, August 27, with tee
off time at 9:30 a.m.
Evelyn Jones, golf chairman,
has released the lineup; but
said if any one not listed would
Like to play to come and be
paired at the tee.
Lineups are as follows:
tlycilife:- '"- -LAM
Purdom, Carol Hibbard, and Koenen, Jean Doxee, and
Frances Hulse. Rowena Cullum.
Phyllis Kain, Betty Lowry, Chris Graham, Jean Wilson,
Evelyn Betty Lou Farris, and Emma
Sue Hutson.
Nell Mit- Juliet Wallis, Ruth Wilson,







Tiony Hopson, Inus Orr,
Euldene Robinson, and
Elizabeth Slusmeyer.
Eleanor Diuguid, Nell Roach,
Cathryn Garrott, and Edith
Garrison.
Alice Purdom,Seba Overbey,
Lou Doran, and Frances Miller.
Beverly Spann, Patsy Miller,
Rainey Apperson, and Nancy
Fandrich.
CHICAGO (AP) — One of the
nation's leading rural maga-
zines says equal rights for farm
women are long overdue.
Jim Thomson, editor of
Prairie Farmer, says in an edi-
torial: "Women are on the war-
path, and we can't say we
blame them. Farm women es-
pecially have reason to com-
plain. One told us recently that
even though she had worked
with her husband through 30
years of married life, on his
death the government said none
of the farm belonged to her."
Thomson feels the role of the
farm woman has been changing
subtly for many years. A re-
cent Prairie Farmer poll shows
that 25 per cent of farm women
in the Midwest are taking jobs
in town and-or furthering their
education.
''The farm woman is no lonk-
er restricted to an auxiliary po-
sition," says Thomson. "In
some cases she never was. But
the farm woman generally was.
limited in what she could do
and in what was expected of
Lovins, principal, Murray, Tommy Story, Hazel, Dan Poyner, Murray, Darrel
Wilson, Paris, Tenn., Miss Alice Arnett, Louisville, Mrs. John (Kaye Story) Mit-
chell, Burlington, N. C., Bobby Latimer, Murray, Rex Enoch, Hazel, and Tommie
D. Hill, Lexington. Class Vice-President Tommy Story, master of ceremonies,
introduced the special guests, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lovins and Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Wilson, with Mr. Lovins and Mrs. Wilson speaking briefly. Mrs. Janice Wilkin-
son, class prophesier, gave a short account of absent members and brought
greetings from Mrs. Walter (Nancy Taylor) Rittall, Corvallis, Oregon. Most of
the members were accompanied by their husband or wife at the reunion.
Calloway Homemakers
-,Nmg_44,Aug4aL24„P-ian_j-hu.rsday _M4leg.shalaiiR eetslyaupaioft,,-1Crr. and Mrs. Orval Humesin a society ygth educa-
tion.
-Women are demanding the
recognition they rightfully de-
serve as equal parnters in the
farm operation vis-a-vis Social
Security, taxation and govern-
ment regulations," says Thom-
RUSHEES AT MURRAY STATE—Among the 90 young women on the campus of Murray State
Unh,ersity as rushees for Rush Week Aug. 17-23 prior to the beginning of the fall semester Aug.
25 were several from the Murray area. Three of them are shown during an informal discussion
as they become acquainted with Greek and sorority life. They are: Lisa Harrell (left), Traca
Walker (second from left) and Jane Wagar (right). The prospective pledges are talking with
Leslie Crisp (left center), an Eddyville senior and president of the sponsoring Panhellenic Coun-
cil, and Liz Chambers, rush chairman and a senior from Heath. Six national social sororities are








Design And Remodeling Ideas
YOUR OWN SPACE
When you're renovating
your kitchen, it is almost as
important to have adequate
space between the work areas
as in the work areas them-
selves.
Class members attending the twentieth reunion of the 1955 graduating class
of Hazel High School held recently at the Colonial House Smorgasbord were,
left to right, front row, Mrs. Jim (June) Wilson, Engtish teacher, Murray, Mrs.
Don (Jane Russell) Alley, Murray, Mrs. Glenn (Jean Ray) Richerson, Murray, Mrs.
Walter (Carolyn Curd) Byars, Hazel, Mrs. Don (Betty Hale) McCord, Murray,
Mrs. Harold (Janice Miller) Wilkinson, Hazel, Mrs. Leslie (Jane Paschall) Merrell,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Sammie (Diane Erwin) Gallimore, Murray, Mrs. Rick (Patsy
Shipley) Mallard, Ft. Bliss, Texas, Mrs. Dan (Mary Jane Outland), Chariton,
Wright City, Mo., Mrs. Tommy (Janie Charlton) Story, Hazel, back row, Guy
kCONINIUNITYJCALENDAR 
will be honored on their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception at. the Community
Room, Federal Saviriss and
Loan Building, from 6:30 to nine
p. m.
• 
Murrgy Chapter of La Leche
League will meet at the home of
Marcia Darling, 1658 Calloway
Avenue, at eight p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet ,at
the Mental Health Center at
7:30 p.m.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p.m.
Senior Citizens Advisory
Board will meet at St. John's
Center at ten a.m.
Tuesday, August 26
Mission Group of Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at the
home of Lottie Bowden at two
p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizensrafts
group will meet at the Dexter
Center at nine a.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
Quota Club of Murray will
meet at noon at the Triangle
Inn.
Ellis Center will open at 10:30
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
lunch at noon and tablegames at
1:30 p.m. Workshop on
macrame will be at eleven a.m.
at St. John's Center.
Wednesday, August 27
Homemakers' Traning School
on "Indoor Landscaping" will
be taught by Juanita Amonett at
the Extension Office, 209 Maple
Street, Murray, at 9:30 a.m.
Craft lesson "Macrame"
hanging -ixits for homemakers
will be
berry personnel at one p.m. at
the Ellis Community Center.. •
those for cooking, refriger-
ation, storage--should be
planned so that movement
between them is as efficient
and direct as possible. A rule
of thumb for measurement
of this total work area is be-
tween 13 feet and 22 feet (if
you have an average kitchen
between 10(1 and 160 cubic
feet of floor spare). No single
arm of the work area triangle
should measure less. than IH
feet. If possible, plan the
center so. that traffic through
the room does not pass
through the working triangle.
Plan APO:de - aisle; be-
tween activity centers, sug-
gest home economists at the
Whirlpool Corporation. Two
people should be able to bend
down, back-to-back, without
touching. Between opposite
work counters allow at le:e.t
.45 inches, if two ,or more
people are likely to be sharing
thfe kitcht,n. allow 54 to 64
inches.
Dexter and Almo Senior
Citizens will meet at the Dexter
Center at 9:30 a.m.
Activities will be at Senior
Citizens Community Center on
North 2nd Street at one p.m.
with a Fire Department official
to be guest speaker.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
P.m.
Oaks Country Club Women
will play bridge at 9:30 a.m.
with Freda Butterworth as
hostess.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the Murray
Country Club with Mrs. Henry
Fulton as chairman of the
hostesses,
Thursday, August 28
Welcome back potluck supper
will be held by the Southwest
Elementary School PTC at
seven p.m. at, the school
cafeteria. Bread and drinks will
be furnished.
The Calloway County Ex-
tension Homemakers Clubs
have events planned for their
fall training and other activities
beginning with a training school
on -Indoor Landscaping"
taught by Mrs. Juanita
Amonett, County Extension
Agent for McCracken County,
at the Extension Office at 209
Maple Street at 9:30 a. m. on
Wednesday, August 27.
The craft lesson on
"Macrame" hanging pots will
be taught by the Wild Rasp-
berry personnel. The owl
macrame necklace will be
taught by Marie Forrest. These
will be taught, on Wednesday
afternoon; August 27, at one p.
m. at the Ellis Community
Center..
On Thursday, August 28, at
ten a. m., the president, vice-
president and secretary of all
the clubs will attend an officers
workshop at the Social Hall of
the First Methodist Church.
The following clubs' officers




Grove, New Concord, New
Frontier, New Providence,
Night Owls, North Murray,
Pacers, Paris Road, Penny,
Pottertown, Progressive, South
Murray, South Pleasant Grove,
Suburban, Sunnyside, Sunshine,
Town 8/ Country, „Wadesbor2,
Worldwide.
The Calloway County Ex-
tension Homemakers Council
will meet at one p. m. following
the luncheon to plan for the club
year's training, various ac-
tivities, and community ser-
vices.
Anyone interested in joining a
Homemakers Club may get in
touch with the Calloway County
Extension Office by calling 753-
1452 and this office will assist
you in locating the club a person
wishes to join.
These clubs are Equal Op-
portunity Organizations open to
serve any individual without
regard to race, color, sex or
national origin, a club
spokesman said.
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Doctor
in the Kitchen --
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
NUTRITION A LA CARTE
• To keep your vitality high, carry your lunch to school A sand-
begin with a.good breakfast. And wich gives you something from
this is sound advice even if you're the meat group and bread and
watching your weight. A good cereals. Lettuce, things like carrotbasic breakfast consists of fruit or sticks and fruit are next. Thenjuice, bread and butter, eggs or finish your lunch with milk andcereal, and milk. Tailor portions you're all set.to fit your is an camlorieneeds. ha 
made 
of? If he .• 
If vitamins are so important.
weighs around 160 pounds. he may whY are healthy, normal people
be made of about 100 pounds of advised not to use vitamin pills'
The answer is that foods properlywater. 29 pounds of protein. 25
pounds of fat. five pounds of selected and prepared provide all
minerals. One pound of car- the nutrients needed for good
bohydrate, and one-quarter ounce nutrition Only a physician can
adequately whose you if you haveof vitamins. Only' 'Pa rbohydrate.
a need for supplemental doses offat. and protein can be used as
energy fuel. vitamins
• Riboflavin (often called
vitamin: B2) aids the'utilization of
oxygen. It also helps keep our
vision clear and prevents scaly
skin around the nose and mouth
and cracking at the corners of our
mouths. Foods that give you
riboflavin include dairy products.
meats, fish, poultry. and eggs
• 'Many husbands undoubtedly
overeat when they travel on
business. It's not necessarily their
fault, especially if they are-enter-
taining on the expense account
and the customer-wants a large
meat. But they should compensate
by eating less the next day The
only way to control weight is to eat
no more than you need.
• It's easy to follow t tie four-food-
group plan if you participate in the
schoorlunch program—or. if vou
SUMMER
DESSERT" 
Dessertscan be truly special
when it's fresh sweet cherry
time. Pile the glistening fruit
into snowy meringue shells,.
layer it in frosty parfaitsor fold
-diced—sweet cherries into
vanilla ice cream flavored with
kirsch or brandy, For casual
summer entertaining, serve
these shiny beauties just as is or
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La Leche League To Hold Discussion
The Murray Chapter of La
Leche League will meet
Monday, August 25, at eight p.
m. at the home of Marcia
Darling, 1658 Calloway Avenue.
This group meets each fourth
Monday of each month. The
name La Leche Is Spanish and
means "the milk." This is a
non-sectarian, non-profit
organization with the purpose
being to help to encourage "
good mothering through
breastfeeding.
A series of four meetings will
discuss informally different
phases of breastfeeding and the
one on Monday will be on
"Nutrition and Weaning" with
Julie Foster as leader for the
discussion.
All women who are interested
in nursing their babies are
invited as are their babies.
Women need not be pregnant or
even have a family to attend, a
chapter spokesman said.
La Leche League started in a
Chicago suburb fourteen years
ago when one mother who had





By Abigail Van Buren
0 11176 try Chicago Tribiania-N Y. Name Synd.,
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I had only one child, Frank,
who always was the apple of his ngpther's eye.
Frank went with the same girl all through c011ege, but he
promised his mother that he would wait a year after
graduation before getting married.
Well, .two weeks after ST4Sluation, this girl, had the
wedding invitations printed up, and to make a long story
short, she and Frank were married six weeks later.
Frank has no job, but the girl has one that pays well. She
is also two years older than Frank is.
My problem is that my frau will have nothing to do. with
Frank or his wife—although my wife went through with the
wedding and put on a good front.
I am all for forgetting the past and forgiving Frank.for
breaking his promise, but every time I bring up the subject,•
my wife lets loose with a storm of abuse against the girl and
the marriage.
How shall I proceed?
TORMENTED FATHER
DEAR FATHER: Firmly. Tell your wife that if she
wants to bear a grudge, that's her business, but you believe
in letting bygones be bygones. And then, doggone it, extend
your hand in friendship to Frank and his wife. (I'm betting
your wife will thaw out soon after. And if she doesn't, it's
her loos.)
DEAR ABBY: I have in my employ a woman who comes
five data a week to do my laundry and light housecleaning.
She is a good worker and pleasant to have around, and
she came well recommended.
My problem: Little things have been disappearing lately:
my husband's socks and underwear, a few towels, some
handkerchiefs. Nothing very valuable, but it bothers me to
think that this woman would steal from me after the way I
have treated her. (I have given her many things and have
been extremely generous at Christmastime.)
I have no proof that she has taken anything, and I am
reluctant to confront her. but I could set a -trap."
Would that, in your opinion, be ethical and moral?
ANONYMOUS IN DETROIT
DEAR ANON: Either confront her or wait until you have
concrete evidence. I don't subscribe to setting "trope."
DEAR ABBY: How can I get some letters back that I
wrote to an old boyfriend? I asked for them, and he said no!
I would be satisfied if he would destroy them in front of
me, but he refuses to do so.
I no longer feel as I did when I wrote them. What can I do
about this?
CHANGE OF HEART
DEAR CHANGE: Nothing. After you sent the letters, they
became the property of the receiver.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope. please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long.
self-addressed, stamped (20) envelope.
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered 4
itopy of The Murray Ledger 8.
Times by 5:30 p. m. ore urged '
to cal 753-1916 between 5:30
p. m. end 6 p. m. to insure
deNvery of the newspaper.





will open the new school year by
hosting a "welcome back"
picnic or potluck supper at the
school cafeteria on Thursday,
August ZS, at seven p.m.
Mrs. Jerry Thompson, PTC
president, urges all parents and
interested persons to attend.
Bread and drinks will be fur-
nished.
*
* Oil Chemical & Atomic *
* ** Workers International *
* *
* Union local 3-879 *
* ** Supports *
* 
*
: UAW Local 1068 )1
* *
* In Their Attempt :
*
* To Get A Fair
* And Just Contract 1
* *Paid Advertisement 
*
helped another who wanted to
breastfeed her child.
A chapter spokesman said
this is still the basic approach,
although the League is now
international in scope with
more than 1,000 groups helping
thousands of women in the
United States, Canada, and
twelve foreign countries.
Interested persons may
contact Julie Foster, phone 753-
5963, for more information.
Luncheon Will
Be Wednesday
The regular ladies day lun-
cheon is scheduled for Wed-
nesday, August 27, at noon at
the Murray Country Club with
Mrs. Henry Fulton as chairman
of the hostesses.
Other hostesses will be
Mesdames Bethel Richardson,
Sam Spiceland, Carl Oakley,
Exie Hill, Thomas E. Brown,
Fred Wells, John Pasco, Robert
V. Johnson, J. Donald Brock,
Donald T. Burke, Cedric A.







Baby Girl Fogle (mother
Patricia), 7204 Sycamore,
Murray, Baby Girl McClain
(mother Sheila), Rt. 1,
Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Eula J. Stone, Rt. 8,
Murray, Mrs. Burlie A
Dubline, Rt. 1, Mayfield, Mrs.
Tina M. Perry, Rt. 1, Murray,
Glen H. McKinney, 1003
Coldwater Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Kathy E. Bowerman, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Martha R. Hut-
chens, Fox Meadows Tr. Ct. D-
10, Murray, Mrs. Karen S.
Robinson, Rt, 3-Bx 360A,
Murray, Mrs. Kathy L Crowell,
Rt, 5, Murray, Lee R. Robinson,
Rt. 2, Dickson, Tn., Reid Hale,
P. 0.Bit 572, Murray, Mrs. Mary
B. Jones, Rt, 1-Bx 135, Murray,
Mrs. Shirley J. Freeman, Rt. 4,
Benton, L. W. Paschall,- 1421
Vine, Murray, Mrs. Enunie
Weatherford, Rt, 1, Eddyville,
Mrs. Frocie Hornbuckle, 211
Pine, Murray, Buford H.
Brown, National Hotel, Murray.
Special Programs Presented At
Meeting Of The Palestine Women
The Palestine United
Methodist Women met
Tuesday, August 12, at the
church with sixteen persons
present.
Mrs. Freda Lovett, president,
opened the meeting with prayer
and led a discussion on the
subject, -Neither Cold Or Hot,"
from the lesson on "Child Ad-
vocacy."
The leadersaid last year the
Women's Division of the United
Methodist Church adopted a
plan of action for child ad-
vocacy, and said the women
were trying to figure out what it
would mean for women to
become child advocates in the
community and how they would
go about doing it.
Mrs. Myrtle McDaniel read
the scripture from Mark 9:36,
Matthew 19:13, 14, and Luke
18:15, 16. A discussion on "What
Are We Doing To Our Children
and Of Child Care Needs" was
by Mrs. Lois Churchwerr. They
read the eighteenth chapter of
St. John.
Talks were given as follows:-
"Ten Commandments On How
To Get Along With People" by
Mrs. Mae Goodwin, "Gossip"
by Mrs. Anita Oates, "A Word
Of Cheer" by Mrs. Eta Burkeen,
and "The Calendar of the
Month" by Mrs. Freda Lovett.
The Closing prayer *as by
Mrs. Hazel Jeffrey. A potluck
luncheon was served at noon.
Also present were Eula G.
Parrish, Lorene Burkeen,
Maudie Hopkins, Mildred
Oates, Kim Oates, Tina
Sheppard, and Karen Oates.
The next meeting will be held
Tuesday, September 16, at the
church.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Maynard
Miss Sandy Dennis, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Dennis
of Dexter, and Jerry Maynard,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
Maynard of Murray, were
married on Friday, July 25, at
the home of the groom's
parents.
Eiro. Liu y. c L. officiate*
at the double ring ceremony
read at seven p.m. The bride is
the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Chadwick of Dexter
and the groom is the grandson
of Mrs. Sarah Frances Wrye.
The ceremony took place in
front of the fireplace decorated
with lighted--Candles, flower
arrangements, and satin blue
streamers at each side. The
mirror above the fireplace was
adorned with love birds and
bells at each corner.
The bride, given in marriage
by her parents, wore a dress of
bridal satin with an overlay of
candlelight lace trimmed in
baby blue satin. She wore a
floppy brim hat in baby blue
with a long satin baby blue
ribbon reaching to her waist.
Her dress was made by her
mother.
She carried a cascade
bouquet of white baby's breath
and -Me-lipped daisies vrith
baby blue lace tied in love
knots.
Attendants for the couple
were Mrs. Vickie Carter and
Rupert Maynard.
Following the ceremony a
reception was held at the home.
The two tiered wedding cake
topped with a miniature bride
and groom statuette and punch
were served.
At the rehearsal refresh-
ments of homemade ice cream
and cookies were served at the
Maynard home.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Maynard
are now residing at 741 Riley
Court, Murray.
FOR TUESDAY, AUGUST 26, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
Avoid extremes. Hold the line
against confusion and chaos.
Seek experienced counsel if
stymied in any undertaking.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) t:Sdiiir
In a desire for "greener
pastures," you may tend to
neglect routine responsibilities.
Don't! Attend to "musts" first,
and only then take on more
desirable activities.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 14*
Note Taurus. Under present
planetary influences, your
advice similar. Be tactful,
discreet in dealings with others.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) .0
Don't let the restrictions of
routine dampen your ardor for
achievemeat But, on the other
hand, don't\ overtax yourself.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23
Line up obligations and
gentile them with confidence. In
free moments, make plans for
other activities. A good period
in which to cultivate latent
talents.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
This day can be a "knock-
ont'th-if yen are -looking_ for'
happiness through constructive
achievement, you can register a
solid victory now.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 03 Oct. 23) Ani
This day brings brand new
opportunities to use your
talents, to expand and benefit in
various ways. Do make the
most of it!
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
You can MAKE the spotlight
shine on you if you watch your
step, put forth best efforts arid
project hope and confidence.




( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Give of your know-how and
experience and express your
opinions if asked but, in the




(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 104
You may have a tendency
toward lethargy now. Don't
yield to it, since the best in-
tentions in the world will
produce nothing if not followed
up by solid, constructive effort.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Just as the Capricornian, you,
too, may have to discipline
yourself sternly to keep on the
road to accomplishment now.
Be especially careful not to lose
self-control if certain persons
annoy you.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC'
Be patient if temporarily
stymied in some project in
which you are involved. Some
new factors may be up for
consideration. Keep eyes and
ears open! \ \
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a magnetic
personality, unusuat. artistry
and excellent jud&ent; are
also idealistic, intellectually
inclined and remarkably in-
tuitive. If attracted to writino, as
a profession, by all means train
yourself for such a career, since
you could be-outstanding inethe -
field. If you can overcome your
tendency to be overly critical
with those under your super-




The women of the Oaks
Country Club will play bridge at
9:30 a.m. on Wednesday,
August V.
Reservations should be made
by noon Tuesday by calling
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Guest Editorials Agree Or Not Portugal At Crossroads
Called Carrot And Stick Plan 
A mass of atoms bombarded in are now trying to hold withKeep Digging 'Power Equalization Bill'
The "energy ant" is being put
forward by the Federal Energy
Administration as the equivalent
of Smokey the Bear. It will
promote energy conservation.
The creator of the idea says the
ant -receives a greater return on
his investment of energy than any
creature in nature."
That may be the engineer's way
of looking at it. It snits work-ethic
values but the scurrying, frantic
image may remind too many city
dwellers of energy out of control. VAN CURON .By S. C. Van Curon
Maybe the FEA might see more By S. C. VAN CURON
wisdom in adopting the cat as the
energy conservation symbol.
There's ample energy available
when needed and no wasted
motion. In fact, anything would




The latest in television
technology, we were reading the
other day, is going to be an Orbital
Viewing System.
This is a 360-degree TV set
which can be watched from all
angles—no back or front. -Walk
around it in any direction," said
the news report, -and the picture
seems to follow you."
Next thing, somebody'll invent
one you can't turn off.
-Norfolk ( Va.) edger-Star
Isn't It The Truth 10 Years Ago
The lobbyists in Washington are
trying to slip around the laws on
campaign contributions. It is
reliably reported that they. are
waving money around-like if was





U.S. Sea. Waiter "Dee" lioddlestea (D)
3327 ebbed Dolan
Wesiliegten, D. C. 20510
.‘" -
U.S. snebh:eissii. Ford (D)
4121 Mime Ilediing
Washingtee, D. C. 20510
•sc
U.S. Rap. Carrell Nahliard, Jr. (D)
123 CMOS New Office Bedding
Washington, D. C. 20515
All U S Senators ond Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3 12 1 where U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the of-
ficio? of your choice
State Level




Keats 7, Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Steno Rep. Keane* C. lines ID)
SW, Capitol !kiddies
Frankfort, Ky 40601
20• 1 S. 3rd St., Inerray, Ky. 42071




P. 0. Iles 45, Wirt°, Ky 42044
The Murray Lions Club voted to con-
tribute $4,500 during the next three years
to the Kentucky Lions Eye Foundation
Research Institute.
Lt. Stanley Young, helicopter pilot, has
sailed abroad the USS Boxer for the
Vietnam area. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Young of Murray. Hiwife is
the the former Lou King, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bruce King of Murray.
Births reported include a boy, Jon Mark,
to Mr. and Mrs. Mason Billington on
August 2, and a boy, Vincent Hill, to Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Lee Alton Jr. on August
1.
Mr. and Mrs. Madison Jones have
returned from Orlando, Fla., where they




Mr. and Mrs. Frank Watkins of Route
Three, Cottage Grove, Tenn., were killed
yesterday about 10:30 a. m. when their car
collided with another car near Anna, Ill.
The Polio-Immunization Salk Vaccine)
Make-up Clinic will be held August 27 at
the Health Center.
Eugene Prater, graduate student at
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.,
will speak at the First Christian Church on
Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Beck of Murray was a
telephone contestant on the radio
program, "Phrase That Pays,' on NBC.
She won twelve blouses and some
blankets.
Births reported include a boy, Timothy
Dan, to Mr. and Mrs. Wilford H. Brandon
on August 6, and a girl, Katherine Eleanor,
to Mr. and Mrs. Neale B. Mason on August
9.
FRANKFORT — The much-publicized
"power equalization bill" designed to aid
financially poor school districts
throughout the state is a carrot and stick
plan rather than a mandatory legislative
bill as some people believe.
The idea behind the bill is to encourage
local school districts to improve financing
at the local level to qualify for larger state
contributions. Regardless of the wealth or
lack of taxable wealth in a school district,
the concept is that every school district in
the state will have the same basic per-
pupil financing as the richest school
diftz,rict (Woodford County).
Present requirement under the
Minimum Foundation Program is that the
local district must assess a minimum tax,
or the equivalent, of 30 cents per $100
property valuation.
The power equalization plan would have
the state assess and collect the 30 cents per
hundred valuation tax, and let the local
districts assess another 20 cents per $100
valuation, thus qualifying for state aid up
to the standard that a so-cent tax would
bring per pupil in Woodford County.
The only problem is there is no man-
datory clauses in the proposed bill that
wpuld require the additional 20-cent
assesslnent. HI entirely voluntary on Cif'
part of the local school district, Dr. James
Peyton, who did the research and basic
planmng on true , said.
Peyton, now head of the Office of State
Planning in the goverrrorss•office, said the
idea behind the bill is "to provide incentive
for local districts to provide educational
funds above the state's bare minimum
required underothe MFP."
P t t • "there11 isn't
any penalty in the bill for school districts
who 'refuse to assess mare than the
required 30-cent base tax rate. Tlaey just
won't qualify for additional state funds.
What he is really saying is that school
districts would get just as much state aid
as they are now getting under the MFP,
but they won't _get the bonus funds
pricrlded under due- power iqualization
financing proposal.
For example Pulaski County School
Board has levied a 29.1 cent school tax for
this fiscal year. It is estimated to bring in
$598,690 from the general property tax on
an assessment of $205,735,481. With other
local taxes and revenue sources, the total
Pulaski County will contribute to its school
fund is $873,523.56. The stinger is that the
school district will get $3,153-,847.13 from
the state Minimum Foundation Program,
taxes that all Kentuckians pay into the
state's general fund from which MFP
money is appropriated by the legislature.
In comparison Franklin County has
levied a tax rate of 54.5 cents to produce
$1,548,354 in local revenue. Franklin
County Schools will get only $2,979,102
from the State MFP.
The Franklin County school budget, in-
cluding a three per cent utility tax,
franchise and other taxes, plus state aid,
will be $5.4 million, opposed to $4,051,870
for Pulaski County. The point is that
Franklin County will get a quarter of a
million less in state funds while paying
almost double the school tax that Pulaski
Countians pay.
The power equalization financing plan is
proposed to erase the inequity in tax rates
in school districts across the state. The
1965 rollback law's "compensating rate"
merely . transferred the inequity of
assessments to inequity in tax rates.
-The minimum tax rate that Franklin
County could have applied would be 28.1
cents per $100 valuation, and then we could
have gotten more state aid, but the school
children would be denied many of the
•"benefits of a broader curriculum and
enrichment programs in the arts and
•MUSIC.
The State Department of Education
would like to increase the minimum school
tax rate to equalize the tax burden across
the state, but the power equalizaiton plan
is without teeth. The only club in the bill is
public opinion. If parents and taxpayers
are satisfied that their children are to get
the bare minimum in educational op-
portunity, then they can enjoy a low tax
rate at the expense of the children.
_ P. S. -b Franklin County has 208.8 basic
classroom units white Pulaski County .has
216.3 basic classrooribeits. They're very
near the same size.
LIEARTLIN
HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions
and solve problems—fast. Write to
HEARTL1NE, 8514 North Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415.
Heartline: What is the difference in a
non-cancellable policy and a guaranteed
renewable for life policy in reference to
Medicare supplements, and which is
better? J. R.
Answer': A guaranteed renewable for
life policy is a policy that can never be
cancelled by the insurance company. The
•
family living since I am 88 years old,
except grandchildren in other states.
I am forced to tette a bus when I have to
venture out into this topsy-turvy world.
Have you ever noticed how high that first
step is on a bus? Will you please tell these
bus companies that make these buses that
/many of my friends and I are too old take
up mountain climbing? Mrs. M. B.
Answer: That is a very good point. A
problem that most of us never really think
about. The Heartline staff is checking with
venous bus manufacturers and will let you. .
a proper manner reaches an military force. Communist
explosive stage at a certain time Party leader Alvaro Cunhal has
in its fermentation. So do declared that the election was
political fermentations and it meaningless — that " elections
appears that Portugal is at that have nothing, or very little, to do
- with the diina-rnics oT The-
Portuguese people were revolution ... In Portugal,
cheering in the streets on April henceforth there exists no
25, 1974, when the Movement of possibility for a democracy such
the Armed Forces took control of as the kind you have in Western
the administration ending more Europe."
than 40 years of civilian dictator- Amid the rising tide of a civil
ship. Today many of the same war, Premier Vasco Goncalves
people are in the streets again, added the footnote that "Por-
this time facing bayonets with tugal is in the most difficult
rocks and fists while the troops moment of the revolution." He is
they are opposing are them- applying military force to see
selves not too certain about that the moment is his.
whom they should support.
If he is successful, PortugalIn Portugal the favorite tactic
will become an island of sub-of Communists elsewhere is
version in a peaceful, prosperousbackfiring. When they first
and free Western Europe. Andbegan assuming power, the
the situation cannot be corn-Communists sidetracked op-
pared, for example, to the loss ofponents by accusing them of
democracy in India, asplotting to overthrow the
reprehensible as that is. Ifgovernment. Their military
Goncalves wins, Portugal will- dictatorship, in the meantime,
become a Soviet footprint intook over the government
Western Europe, the first breachbecause it was the best
of the North Atlantic Treatyorganized. By the time the other
Organization's front lines sincepolitical parties had awakened,
the organization came intothe Communists had control of
existence on April 4, 1949.the news media, the labor unions
and the local administrations The Portuguese civilians who
throughout the, country. Sub- are on the streets facing the
sequently, elections for the legions of Goncalves may
constitutional assembly in- believe that they are fighting Agrict
dicated the Communists were only for their own right to be agenci
comm,able to exert their power despite free, but in reality they are _is destheir instnificatn popular base fighting for every individual in intent
— only 12.5 per cent of the the Western hemisphere who the Ke
Portuguese voters, prizes liberty. The
It is this small political The free world should give a






Executive Viet Prediews -
United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: APOLOGISTS FOR WELFAR1SM
If welfarism is not curbed in the United
States in the years ahead, Americans will
spend more than half the country's Gross
National Product for social services bY the
year 2000.
This is a grim prospect, for it means that
the welfare system would be like a giant
sponge, soppingu all the capital needed
for industrial growth, modernization and
creation of new jobs for skilled, energetic
citizens.
Despite this threat, welfarism has
_ mntimediear.ons apologists in the federal and
state bureaucracies and in the liberal
Edward J. Walsh of the United States
Industrial Council recently cited on
widely-circulated apology for welfarism.
Mr. Walsh wrote:
"Washington columnist Carl T. Rowan
allotments and ruinous taxes. Initiative
and energy are drained from those who
work,. until enterprise is reduced to the
status of a clearinghouse, funneling the
earnings of labor to the impersonal, all-
powerful state.
-Mr. Rowan's column misses the thrust
of M W be ' t. H does
not understand economics. Somehow, he
contrives the notion that Mr. Weinberger
has suggested that the truly misfortunate
recipients of welfare should be permitted
to starve. It is an old argument— the stock
defense of extravagant social welfare
programs. Not even the staunchest critic
of welfare denies that in a civilized society,
no one should have to go without an
adequate diet, clothing, or shelter,
whatever the reason. Nevertheless, Mr.
Rowan threatens our consicences with
millions in ignorance and squalor.recenu . company has to renew it year after year as know soon what, if anything, is being done Y puoiisneu an untortunate essay on 
"Mr. Rowan's rhetoric becomes finallylong as you want IL. about this. 
' outrageous. It is his suggestion thatA non-cancellable policy can not be Heartline: My best friend and I are very departing Secretary of the Department of millions of Americans with jobs, caught incancelled, but the company can refuse to lonely. We are very close to one another, a vise between mounting taxes andunfortunate because the essay was utterlyrenew it when premiums come due, which and I don't know what we would do if
without insight into the nature of social ills 
eroding income, think they are sufferingis still, in effect, cancelling your coverage, something happened to the other. We have these days.. blame-placing becomes anIn Heartline's opinion, a guaranteed decidedto join your Pen Pal Program. afflicting the United States in the mid
How do we join? H. F. 1970's. 
easy exercise. He implies, smugly, thatrenewable for life policy is best.
Heartline: I am on Social Security and S. Answer: Simply write to Heartline Pen "Mr. 
those who pay the bills to support the
Weinberger had taken the op- swollen class of welfare gfifters have noS. I. I am nearly crippled with arthritis, Pals, 8514 North Main St., Dayton, Ohio, portunity of a farewell to government reason to complain since they -are notbut still manage to get around slowly with 45415. service speech in San Francisco to explain black, Puerto Rican, Indian, or Chicanoa walker, and on my better days, a pair of Heartline: Does Medicare Part B help the cause-and-effect Impact of a and that Mr. Weinhprger has oitiejonslycaries. I naturally cannot drive a car, cover the cost of a stair glide or a stairway burgeoning federal gov—ernment upon the provided them with a scapegoat.couldn't afford one if I have no lift? S C '
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Let's S't(iy Well 
Change In Rubella Vaccine Plans
By F.41.. Blassingame, M.D. BLASING.A1VIE
l,?,‘ Recent studies indicate that from one through 12 years old.
the best way to prevent birth
:Y. defects from German measles
(rubella) is to immunize adoles-
cent girls. German measles is
generally viewed as a mild di.-
.- ease. but it is a serious health
hazard in a mother during the
first tnmester of her pregnancy
and creates a great risk for the
• fetus. When infected by virus, the
fetus may develop one or more
birtkrielects. including deafness.
visual impairments, congenital
heart disease and -serious brain. •
damage. Jri fact, a case of
rubella in a mother early in her
pregnancy is considered by•
many well-informed physicians
to he an absolute indication for
. • prompt therapeutic abortinit
The plan of immunization.
against German measles has
been direct isi•mainly• at children
The plan was based on the
assumption that pregnant
mothers become infected with
the virus from their children
who have the disease.
‘,However. the ecent study by
a gnoup of Harv rd researchers
in a survey of 081 pregnant
women showed that children
may not be the major source of
infection for pregnant mothers
and that they may fail to develop
immunity from exposure to
'children who arry the disease
The survey showed that 60 per
- cent of the infants born wite .
birth defects were born ltr"
worrvim who had- no previous
school-age .children and who
, had little exposure to other
children.
According to the report of
thee findings le the Journal of
the Americari Medical A.%oci-
ation, the most effective way-to
prevent birth defects from Ger-
man measles is to immunize
adolescent girls. This recom-
mendation calls for -a change in
,emphasisn immunization plans.
Q Mrs. C. 0. inqwres whether
her observation that her
respiratory allergies are worse
during and shortly after, a long
rainy period is correct and asks
what can be done to seek relief.
A Wet weather and high
humidity encourage the rapid
growth of mold sporesito which
you may be allergtnr you are
sen.sitive to them, you may notice
a runny nose, sneezing. itching of
the eyelids and even asthma
Avoid.tries into the woods. Keep
your yard trimmed and leaves
raked Dehumidifsing (liketwat
ing your basement arid leaving
lights on in closets) can help. You
should consult your physician
about medication for relief and
possible teas to determine tne
substances to which you are see
sitive. •
Q: Mrs.\ B. R i'vrites that she
has had one pregnancy and lust
her fetus between the second
and third months. She is ven
anxious that-some things may b,
wrong with her
, A: Something may have been
defective with your baby and
the defect may .have been se
severe that it caused as death It
so, a spontaneous abortion was
blessing. Discuss your anxiet%
with your physician. He will





Seek the Lord and his strength.
seek his face continually. I
Chronicles 16:11.
When one is occupied in a daily
seeking after the Lord, his life
won't be filled with foolish things.
I until-
Funny if orld
Chester, Iowa —Earlville, Iowa farmers
have filed damages in Delaware County
district court here against a Greeley, Iowa
farmer charging that the defendant's
Holstein bull broke into their pasture and
impregnated a total of forty-three
purebred Holstein heifers. The farmers
charged that Henry Bockenstedt was
negligent  not keeping his bull properly
supervised,and that as a result, their
heifers became pregnant. The two farmers
seek a total of $12.672 in damages.
Bockenstedt said, "I just don't set how this
thing could have happend. My bull is only a
six month old calf. For the life of me I just
_don't spe how any calf that young could get
in there and breed forty-three heifers in
just a matter of hours." ( hes Moines
Tribune)
an address b Cas ar Weinberger
concepto persona re om. e ec
perceived most clearly in the myriad
welfare programs now in effect—brought
into existence partly through a charac-
teristically American and wholly ad-
mirable concern for the unfortunate, but
maintained and embellished by the
grandiloquent promises of Franklin
Roosevelt and his philosophical suc-
cessors.
"The cause, put simply by Mr. Wein-
berger, is welfare--a something-for-
nothing prosposition from the outset. The
consequences are more profound: 'We
must recognize that personal freedoms
diminish as the welfare state grows. The
price of more and more social programs is
less and less private freedom.'
"Mr. Weinberger describes how the
welfare system provides incentives NOT
to work. The implications of the gradual
loss of energy, ambition and sense of
personal worth engendered by existence
as a ward of the state are climactic for the
individual, his faintly, and society as a
whole.
"The mass of welfare recipients grows
into a class of indigents, supported by their
neighbors' taxes, producing nothing but
outrage, despair, and, finally, aparthy, as
the fruits of labor are drawn into a
monolithic centralized agency, which
dispenses income on gri egalitarian basis.
"The Jistinctions between producers
and non roducers are blurred as incomes
are standardized by bloated welfare
And so it continues. Rowan defends the
Supreme Court decision granting rights of
due process to unruly schoolchildren,
compulsory school busing, and minority.
oriented hiring requirements as no more
than bones thrown to the downtrodden,
blithely ignorant of the implications of
these heavy blows to personal freedom. He
does not understand that the
schoolchildren and the minority members
who are given jobs on the basis of their
racial or sexual status are among the
victims of these infrigements on liberty
which can be descnbed accurately as
'egalitarian tyranny.'
"In the wider perspective of history,
Rowan's arguments are not new. An
empathetic appeal to pity has always been
a powerful justification for wresting
control of the economy from the private
sector in an attempt to remedy social
injustice. The consequences, however,
lead not to the equality Mr. Rowan seeks,
but to the totally planned, totally con-
trolled, totally unjust socialist state so
accurately described by George Orwell."
Mr. Walsh's comments make very clear
that the threat of welfarism is two-fold—to
our liberties as well as to our economy.
Mr. Weinberger understands that the
growth of the welfare state will take from
ous our most precious freedoms.
let's hope that Mr. Weiberger's suc-
cessor at HEW has the same un-
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Integon Corp. has reported
semiannual income from
operations of $3,424;370, or 57
cents a share, compared with
$3,483,534, or 58 cents a share
for the same period in 1974, a
decline of 1.7 percent.
President J. E. Collette an-
nounced the results following a
meeting of the corporation's
board of directors.
Net income for the first six
months, after consolidated
capital losses, was $3,369,459, or
56 cents a share, compared with
$3,765,897, or 62 cents a share
for mid year 1974. Integon had
6,000,000 average shares out-
standing for the six months
compared with 6,056,360 for




tional Convention held its
first regular session May 25,
1787, at Independence Hall,
Philadelphia.
"The Archer's" a singing group from Southern California,
will be part of a program to be presented at the University
School Auditorium on Tuesday, August 26 at 7:30 p.m. Also
appearing in the Concert, which is sponsored by the
Maranatha Christian Center, will be "Praise."
Hearing On Farm Assessment
Formula Slated In Frankfort
A proposed formula for
assessing farm land based on its
income-producing capacity will
be the subject of a legislative
hearing in the Senate Chamber
of the State Capitol Tuesday,





(PVA's), the University of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture and several state
agencies will be invited to
comment of the formula, which
is designed to carry out the
intent of a 1969 amendment to
the Kentucky Constitution.
The amendment called for
farm land to be assessed based
on its value for agricultural or
horticultural use, rather than
its potentially greater value for
residential, commercial or
industrial development.
Members of the public are
invited to speak on the proposed
formula as well. Those wishing
to testify at the hearing must
notify Brooks Talley of the
Legislative Research Com-
mission staff, State Capitol,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601,
.4 502)-564-5370, tiffepTeitfoer.5. -
The 1970 General Assembly
passed legislation directing
farm land assessments to be
based on the sale price of
comparable land in the area.
Critics, including Senator
John M. Berry Jr., D-New
Castle, who is chairman of the
Subcommittee on Assessment
of Agricultural Land, say the
current basis for as.2essments is
artificial. Often, they contend,
speculators and "hobby far-
mers" buy land at prices far
exceedmg its value for farm
purposes which, in turn, causes
assessments on other property
in the area to increase.
The proposed legislation says
that in order to qualify for the
lower assessment a farm must
Gifts Useful In Estate Planning
Do you plan to have your
property passed on to Your
spouse or children after your
death? You might find, some
advantages in making gifts of ..„
some of your assets while YOU
are still alive. That is pointed
out by Stephen Q. Allen, Ex-
tension farm management
specialist at the University of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Allen says one way to transfer
a farm through gifts is to in-
corporate thee farm and give
shares as gifts. Another way is
to transfer title to all or part of
the farm.
"If you feel that you do not
need all of the property you own
to sustain you during your
lifetime, you may want to make
gifts to your children, grand-
children, or others while you
are still living," says Allen. "If
you do this, you can enjoy
seeing the 'personto whom you
make the gift use it during your
lifetime, rather than passing it
on after your death."
By providing gifts to your
heirs, you can help them when
they are younger and their
needs are likely to be greater,
notes Allen. If the transfer of
property is made through
inheritance after your death,
the need of the heirs may not be
as great. Younger people
usually have lower incomes and
pay less income tax than older
people, and therefore, the
receiver of a gift may be able to
sue more of the earnings from
the gift than the original owner
could.
Another advantage of making
produce a minimum annual gifts while you are living is that
gross income, which would vary the removal of prarrty f
Aecordlftrtathe-trieofthelkin'—yourfgtareitfitliniier-the
but in no case would be less than of your estate at death. Thus,
rog) 
$1,000.
At present, a farm qualifies
for the lower assessment
regardless of its size if it
produces an annual gross in-
come of $1,000 or if there is
evidence that it will produce
that amount.
Berry says the bill would give
PVA's more specific guidelines
for assessing farm property and
would carry out the intention of,
the constitutional amendment,
your estate will have less
federal estate tax to pay. By
systematically making gifts
during your lifetime, a large
part of your estate may pass to
those you want to have it
without any gift taxes being
due.
You may also be able to save
taxes by making rather large
gifts and paying the gift taxes
rather than letting the property
remain in your estate. This is
"true because gift tax rates are
only 75 percent as great as
4 estate tax rates on comparable
amounts.
Of course, any possible saving
in federal estate taxes resulting
from the transfer of property as
a gift to your wife or children
should be weighed against
possible higher capital gains
taxes if they plan to sell the
property. When property is
given as a gift, the cost basis
( the base value to be used in
computing capital gains if the
property is sold) is transferred
with the property to the
recipient. If the pi-operty has
greatly increased in value,
capital gains taxes could be
considerable when the property
is sold.
On the other hand, if the
transfer of property is made
through inheritance after your
death, the cost basis for capital
gains purposes is the value of
the property at the time of
inheritance.
You Should also consider
carefully whether you can
really afford to make sizeable
gifts, says Allen. "With the
present rate of inflation, rising
living costs, and higher medical
and hospital expenses, your
future needs may be greater
than you anticipate," he points
out. "Also, you should take into
account family needs and at-
titudes in deciding how far you
should go in making gifts."
When considering making
gifts, you should be aware of the
federal regulations regarding
gifts and gift taxes. Federal gift
taxes are imposed on gifts in
excesse your specific lifetime
exemption and your annual
You should also keep in mind
that gifts to most charitable,
educational, or religious
organizations are not subject to
gift taxes. Such gifts do not
count against either your
lifetime exemption or your
annual exclusions.
A married couple making
gifts can double both the
lifetime exemption and the
annual exclusions, regardless of
whose property is actually
being given away. If you want to
make gifts to your spouse, the
lifetime exemption and the
annual exclusions are also
doubled because of the "marital
deduction" provision in the tax
code.
To deternune the gift tax on
property, if any, the fair market
value at the time the gift is
made must be determined.
"Good advice is very im-
portant in planning your estate
and in deciding whether to
make gifts," says Allen.
"Contact your lasiyer and get
his help in making your plans.
He can point out to you the
advantages and disadvantages





We may be great with customers, but we're
tough on ourselves.
We'll do more to make sure your
clothes come back really clean with that
like-new feel. We'll remove those spots and
'stains. Get out that deep-down, unseen dirt.
Make colors brighter. And roll lapels.
We don't forget the little things either.
Like replacing missing/err-broken buttons.
Eliminating double creases. Unsticking stuck
zippers. Sewing loose hems. And leaving
linings wrinkle-free. - .
If we didn't maintain the highest
standards in the drycleaning business we
wouldn't qualify to be a
Sanitone drycleaner.
After all, when you San itone
look good. we look good. ermitivi Mos*" nryilimary
Come see us now
Ttt Your- ic lifetime
exemption is $30,000. You may
give away up to $30,000 during
your lifetime without having to
pay gift taxes. In addition, your
annual exclusions allow you to
give up to $3,000 per year to as
many different individuals as
you want and not pay gift tax.
Your annual exclusions do not
count against your lifetime
exemption. Thus, if you give
individual more than $3,006 in a
year, only that amonnt in ex-
cess of $3,000 'Counts against
your $30,000 lifetime exemption.
VVrre yen, pechic
COUPON SAVING
2 Piece Suits or 1 59
Ladies Pants Suits "
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"The Cleaners Interested In You"
Available At All Boone's 6 locations
NO( thI Ith Main
6114 & Poplar %%tor% A% c
5 Peoits SE Main
County-wide Crusade
Ty Holland Stadium  August 26-31 1:30 P.M.
Special Music By The Sunshower
In case of rain the crusade will be held in Murray Middle
School Auditorium.
Nursery for birth thru 4 years will be provided at the Memorial Baptist Church &
Murray First Baptist Church.








Don Horn passed for three
touchdowns and Rufus "Roa-
drunner' Ferguson ran for 131
yards and another touchdown
in Portland's victory against
Shreveport. The Steamer's Paul
Gipson ran for two touchdowns,
one on a 73-yard kickoff return.
went ahead 10-4 and that was
the game. Belleville had two
costly errors in the frame, one
of which allowed two runs to
score.
For Worthington, Barry
Crabb paced the attack with
four hits while Buehler had
three and Morgan, Hurley and
Jones all had two.
Dings hit savely three times
for Belleville while Bedwell,
Muskopf, Fairbairn and Charlie
Leonard all had two hits.
Belleville ends its season with
a 35-12 record while Wor-
thington will take a 38-9 mark
into the World Series.
Saturday's Games
The most exciting game of the
tourney was Saturday night's
contest which found Belleville
posting a 3-2 win over South
Bend in 14 innings.
In the opening game Satur-
lay, Pontiac was eliminated 9-5
by Worthington.
Brian McFarland hurled
first 12 innings for Belleville
and was just sensational. He
allowed two runs on eight hits,
fanned seven and didn't walk a
batter. He received a well-
deserved standing ovation when
he left.
Tom Fritsche came on in
relief and picked up the win. But
not before leaving some doubt.
In the top of the 14th, Stan
Abernathy had a two-out single,
Dinga followed with a single
and Bedwell doubled to push
Belleville to a 3-2 lead. Then in
the bottom of the 14th, Fritsche
loaded the bases with nobody
out.
Fritsche got a man to bounce
into a forceout at home, the next
man popped up to first base and
the last man was retired on a
fielder's choice force at second
base, leaving the sacks
stranded for the frustrated
South Bend team.
BETWEEN THE LINES
An MVP for the tourney?
Though there's no official
selection committee or
whatever, I'd have to pick
shortstop Ken Jones from
Worthington. Several more of
his teammates played well
enough to be MVP choices also.
The top fan at the legion
tourney? The man from Mur-
physboro, Ill., who has seen 14
Legion World Series in a row
He had a hat with little flags in
it, showing where each series
has been over the past 14 years.
Defensive plays? There were
plenty of them. But the honors
have to go to Steve Nadolny of
south Bend. While pitching
Friday against Corbin, he had a
wicked shot hit back at the box.
By sheer instinct, he stuck out
his bare hand and caught the
ball.
The most premising young
player? 'there were a bunch of
them but Belleville gets the
honors with pitcher John
Marifian and shortstop Phil
Jacquot. Both will be juniors in
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If you need a lot of cash suddenly,






In Bel-Air Center Murray
Ross Wilder, Mgr. Phone 753-5573
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$3,000 is MP 53 51201124 if le%
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Loans and financing to $4,800.
Large loans for homeowners.
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ANOTHER NIT—Belleville second-sacker Charlie Leonard gets one of his tow hits on the day as he pun-
ches the boll on the ground for on infield hit. Belleville was undefeated going into Sunday but dropped two
gorses and the tourney title to Worthington.
• 41.- -.note. •
OUT AT FIRST—Mark Shone of Worthington is out at first as pitcher
wW first-besemon Tom Fritsche watches the runner at second.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
Bob Pietroburgo (8) made the play
Two Ranked High School Teams
Successfully Past First Test
By The Associated Press
Two teams ranked in the As-
sociated Press preseason Ken-
tucky high school football poll
have tested their power, one
successfully, and many more
will see action in a heavier
schedule this week.
The top-ranked non,4-A team
in the poll, Fort Thomas High-
lands, was led by tailback Ron
Malone to a crushing 34-6 victo-
ry over Russell in the annual
Recreation Bowl Saturday at
Mount Sterling.
The victory didn't entirely
quell the doubts of Highlands
Coach Roger Waltz, who had
said he hoped the team would
"perform as well on the field as
In the poll, but it helped.
"We had too many fumbles,"
he said. "We felt out linemen
could do the job, but we were
worried about our backs. Many
of them were new.
"But we found out a few
things," Waltz added, "like that
No. 30 can go."
No. 30 was Malone, a junior
who didn't start the game but
was chosen when it was over as
-Star of Stars" by sportswri-
ters and coaches in the bowl.
Malone kicked a 25-yard field
goal to open the scoring and
ran 80 yards for a touchdown in
the next Highland series of
downs.
He missed the extra point,
but the next time the football
was his, he ran 73 yards to
score again.
Highlands wingback Jeff
McMahon also scored two
touchdowns for the Bluebirds.
1/11rT.----11RY•CILLBWRY Ca RIRPini
David Hill Soloed, Aug. 8, 1975
Call Bill hiller or Johnny Parker and make an ap-
pointment for your FREE introductory Flight Lesson
Thorobred Flying Service
489-2414 489-2721
WOULDN-T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
DAYTONA BEACH
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fro  1 1 0
VIIN 1411 4
(110 of NA setts)
Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World We have bus tours. 3
famous resturants; The Tropics; Hong
Kong, Swedish House
Each villa completely equipped tor
\ housekeeping, air conditioned,
with-spacious lawns, room
telephones, TV, shopping center
:it OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, rerreanon hall.
playground Golf, tennis privileges
An easy drive to all Florida attrac-
tions. Pets welcome. Fishing, Jai-
Alai, Auto Dog Racing.
a ELLINOR VILLAGE, RESORT 
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wraps Up Tourney Title -
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Pitching might be the most
important element in baseball.
But in a long tournament after
the pitching for both teams has
run its course, it comes down to
the bats.
And that's what Worthington,
Ohio, had Sunday night in the
championship game of the
Great Lakes Regional
American Legion Tournament
at Ty Holland Stadium. Shelling
out 61 hits, Worthington com-
pleted a doubleheader sweep by
posting a 15-9 win over
Belleville, Ill., in the nighcap
and thus claiming the cham-
pionship.
With the victory, Worthington
earns a trip to the American
Legion World Series which will
begin August 28 in Rapid City,
South Dakota.
It appeared Belleville was in
the driver's seat as they came
into Sunday afternoon's contest
needing just a win to end the
long tourney. Lefthander Bob
Pietroburgo, who hurled
Belleveille to an 11-3 win
Thursday over Pontiac, got the
starting assignment for the
Illinois champs.
Worthington got to,
Pietroburgo in the second
frame as Ken Jones singled,
was sacrificed to second by
Mark Shane and scored on a
_ twcsont .singie
Then in the second, Worthington
wrapped it up with one swing of
the bat.
Highlands gets a rest this
week before hosting Dayton
Sept. 5. Rimsell will be on the
road Friday at Huntington,-
W.Va .
Harrodsburg, ranked 6th
among the non-4-A schools in
the poll, also saw action in the
Rec Bowl, only to be upset 9-0
by Coach Bill Wilson's Scott
County team.
Harrodsburg gave up the ball
five times with fumbles and
had three passes intercepted,
while Scott County backs Court-
ney Talbert, Mark Johnson and
Charles Jackson cranked out
293 yards rushing.
Senior fullback Talbert did
all the scoring damage, kicking
a 27 yard field goal to cap Scott
County's first series of downs
and breaking loose for a 74- .
yard scoring run early in the
second period.
"Johnson threw a key block
on their last man to spring
me," Talbert said of the second
period scamper. "Our quarter-
back saw we had a big open
hole and he just let me have
it."
Wilson said his players, swel-
tering on the sun-baked field,
eased off after gaining the 9-
point advantage.
Harrodsburg Coach Alvis
Johnson called it "the worst
game a Harrodsburg team has
ever played that I know of.
"Our boys just weren't ready
to play," he said, "We weren't
mentally ready and football is
a mental game."
After second baseman Doug
Morgan had walked, Brent
Hurley came to the plate and
lofted a fly ball into rightfield.
The ball kept carrying and
carrying, and even though it
wasn't hit very hard, it wound
up over the red picket fence by
the scoreboard for a two-run
homer and that was the game.
Belleveille got a run in the
sixth when Barry Frazier poled
one out down the line in right
and Worthington added a single
tally in the ninth.
Tim Schuster went the
distance for Worthington and
scattered six hits while fanning
three and walking four.
Pietroburgo, a hurler for the
Missouri Tigers, took the loss
and gave up six hits while
striking out three and walking
only one.
Belleville went to work early
in the nightcap, posting two
runs in the second as Frazier
reached on an error, Chuck
Fairbairn had an RBI double
and Tom Fritsche had a run-
scoring single.
Worthington added a tally in
the second to trim the lead as
Shane walked and later scored
on a sacrifice fly by Korn.
Belleville pulled in front 3-1 in
the third as Mike Dinga led off
with a walk and later scored
when Frazier singled.
But in the third, Worthington
scored four times with a two-
run triple by Jones and a triple
by Mason Buehler being the big
blows.
Belleville fought back with a
run in the fourth and cut the
Worthington lead to 5-4.
But in the fifth, Worthington
broke loose for five runs and
Geiberger Hangs On To
Win Texas Golf Tourney
By MIKE COCHRAN ..
Associated Press Writer
FORT WORTH, Tex. (AP) —
"I threw everything I had at
him," sighed Dave Stockton.
"It wasn't enough."
Some might call it fate. Cer-
tainly it was unusual, since Al
Geiberger nearly bypassed Fort
Worth because of the blazing
Texas heat and other consider-
ations.
But Stockton's critique best
capsuled the climax of the
$250,000 Tournament Players
Championship, an event which




played Sunday like the TPC al-
ready was a kissin' cousin to
the Masters, if not the U.S.
Open.
It was literally a duel in the
sun with Geiberger spurning
Colonial's Trinity River
treachery for a 69, a record 270
total and a three-shot victory
over the bewildered Stockton.
It was a $50,000 triumph.
Stockton also shot a closing
69, but his was a 32-37 com-
pared to Geiberger's 36-33.
There's a dramatic difference.
Stockton was amazed at Gei-
berger's performance.
"If someone told me I was
going to be seven under par on
this course and not win ...,"
he said, his voice trailing in be-
wilderment. "Anybody else but
Al would not have done as well
under the pressure. I can't be-
lieve shooting five rounds under
par."
For the record, which erased
the three-decade-old mark of
272 by Clayton Hefner, it was
66-68-67-69-270, with a sizzling
63 in Wednesday's pro-am
event. Not even Ben Hogan, a
five-time winner at the normal
springtime Colonial National
Invitation here, recorded such
numbers. .
'-Although— 
liFè1in Sunday's televised drama,
Hubert Green closed with a 69
for third place. His 275, while
five shots off the lead, was six
shots better than the trio in
fourth place: Mason Rudolph,
Bob Dickson and Bob Murphy.
Simply put, it was Geiberger
vs. Stockton for the title won a
year ago at Atlanta by Jack
Nicklaus, who finished 18
strokes back at 288.
TENNIS . . .
BROOKLINE, Mass. — Wim-
bledon champion Arthur Ashe
was named the winner of the
Association of the Tennis Pro-
fessionals' Player of the Year
Award,
Hawaiians Want More Yardage
From Thomas, Memphis Upset
By The Associated Press
The Hawaiians would like to
get some more yardage out of
Duane Thomas, who showed in
their lineup Saturday night. But
the Philadelphia Bell is out to
block Thomas from running for
any other World Football club.
Thomas carried five times
for 17 yards for the Hawaiian,
who beat visiting Chicago 28-17
as Sonny Sixkiller fired three
touchdown passes. Thomas' ap-
pearance was under a one-
game agreement, according to
WFI, President Chris Herrune-
ter.
Hawaiian officials said they
hoped to sign the controversial
Thomas to a regular contract.
But Philadelphia G-eneraf Man-
ager Rich lannarella said he
had sent a telegram to the
league saying the Bell would
protest the signing of Thomas
by any other WFL club.
Thomas played out his option
with the National Football
League's Washington Redksins.
No Girls Among Teams




— Girls may have made prog-
ress in denting the little
League — the organization's
charter no longer requires sex
discrimination in baseball, and
last week's championship tour-
nament devoted equal time to
girls softball.
There were no girls among
any of the four baseball teams
in the U.S. series, however, and
the mere mention of such a
prospect brought icy stares
from Little League stalwarts.
But how long can the 36-year-
old organization remain a mas-
culine bastion when the cham-
pionship team's manager can't
even keep his own daughter off
his own local team back home
in Lakewood, N.J.9
"I'm against it," Lakewood's
affable. Dick Work said of fe-
male participation in baseball.
That didn't prevent Kim Work,
11, from donning a Cardinals
- -
uniform.
The Cardinals team is one of
six from which players were
selected for the Lakewood en-
try in the 1975 Little League
series here.
Kim is Lakewood's first ana
only girl Little League baseball
player. "She tried out — she's
a tomboy," Work said. But he
is among those who aren't look-
ing forward to mixed teams.
The New Jersey team came
back in the next inning, scoring
four runs on hits by John Rei-
zer, DelConte, George Starr
and Scott Schulman.
Tampa had defeated Daven-
port, Iowa, 8-5 on Thursday to
qualify for the finals.
The girls softball title went
Medford, Ore., via a 1-0 victory
over Dix Hills, N.Y. Saturday
morning. Medfoni had defeated
another Tampa team to qualify,
and Dix Hills had elimfnated
Sturgeon Bay, Wis .
The WFL has assigned the Bell
negotiating rights to Thomas
and any other player released
by Washington.
The Bell also made news Sat-
urday night by upsetting Mem-
phis 22-18 in Philadelphia, leav-
ing the WFL without any un-
beaten teams.
In other Saturday night
games, Jacksonville beat San
Antonio 26-19 in overtime,
Southern California topped Bir-
mingham 35-25 and Portland
downed Shreveport 33-24.
"He threw hard and with au-
thority," Hawaiians receiver
Tim Delaney said of Sixkiller,
who brought his team back
from a 17-3 deficit with his
three touchdown passes, two of
them to Delaney.
But the big cheers by a Hono-
lulu crowd of 10,313 were for
Thomas, who responded by
signing autographs after the
game, a custom he usually
shuns.
"It's good for the league and
it shows that even the best
team is not unbeatable," said
quarterback Bob Davis, whose
one-yard touchdown run in the
final two minutes gave the Bell
Its upset of Memphis. The Griz-
zlies had gone ahead a few
minutes earlier on Jim Kiick's
one-yard scoring plunge.
"If you can win a game like
this one you win them all,"
said Jacksonville Coach Charlie
Tate after the Express moved
into a first-place tie with Mem-
phis in the Eastern Division
with is overtime win over San
Antonio -
Alfred Haywood's 15-yard
touchdown run 3ks minutes into
overtime won it for the Ex-
press, which had tied the game
19-19 on Charles Durkee's 26-
yard field goal, his fourth of
the game, with 32 seconds left
in regulation play Less then
two minutes before Durkee's
game-tying kick, Luther Palm-
er had put the Wings ahead
1916 on a 21-yard field goal.
Birmingham, with Art Cat-
retie and Johnny Muss° scoring
tduchdowns, held a 25-21 half-
time lead, but the Sun came
back to win on Greg Herd's 12-
yard touçhd0 run and Pat


























































































































































While Ed Halicki was throw-
ing zeroes at the New York
Mets in San Francisco, the
Dodgers were coming up empty
in Los Angeles.
Not that they didn't score, hit
or steal bases. But while Ha-
licki was the reason the Mets
lost a 6-0 no-hitter Sunday, the
Dodgers had themselves to
blame for a 5-3, 14-inning loss
:o Montreal.
Virtually everything that
could have gone wrong went
/hat way for Los Angeles,
which wasted 11 innings of
four-hit pitching by Don Sutton;
had an apparent winning run
nullified when an illegal Dodg-
ers bat was discovered, and
saw the winning Expos run
score on a wild pitch by Mike
Marshall.
The Mets, at least, were
overpowered by a pitcher who
permitted only four batted balls
to reach the outfield; one who
missed the strike zone only 35
times in 122 pitches. Four bat-
ted balls to the Los Angeles in-
field turned into errors - two
by Dave Lopes and two by Phil
Russell - and then there was
Marshall's toss away from the
strike zone and away from
catcher Steve Yeager.
It was the classic, contrast of
perfection and bombast at two
major league parks in the same
state. Halicki, once a Met fan,
owned them Sunday - just as
mistakes owned the Dodgers.
Elsewhere in the NL, it was
Houston 8, Chicago 4; St. Louis
6, Atlanta 2 and Pittsburgh 5,
Cincinnati 1 while San Diego
swept Philadelphia 7-2 and 7-8
in 12 innings.
Mets 9-0, Giants 5-6
"I was," said Ed Halicki,
"oblivious to everything. It was
like a dream. Then all the guys
poured out of the dugout and I
realized what I had done."
Somehow, he must not have
heard the 24,000-plus voices at
Candelstick Park who were
cheering every pitch from the
sixth inning on. They went wild
when the no-hitter wa#, com-
pleted by the 4-foot-7 'thurler
whose love for the Mets once
took him to Baltimore to watch
them play in the 1969 World
Series.
"I made some sloppy pitches,
but I got away with them,"
said the 24-year-old right-hand-
er. "I don't see how (Felix)
Milian missed that strikeout
pitch in the ninth. It was a
hanging slider."
Milian and nine others struck
out, only two walked and one
reached on an error while the
Giants struck for two runs in
the first, fifth and seventh.
It was the sixth no-hitter
against the Mets in their 14-
year history and the first in the
National League since Atlanta's
Phil Niekro turned the trick
against San Diego on Aug. 5,
1973. The last no-hitter by a
San Francisco pitcher was
hurled by Gaylord Perry
against St. Louis on Sept. 17,
1968.
In the opener, Dave Kingman
hit a giant grand slam home
run to helF; beat his former
teammates. The celebration
didn't last long.
Expos 5, Dodgers 3
The Dodgers could have won
their game in the sixth inning,
but Bill Buckner's bat was
ruled illegal after he had
cracked an apparently tie-
breaking hit. Buckner was
called out and the run was can-
celed.
Plate Umpire Doug Harvey
had thrown the bat aside so
that it wouldn't interfere with a
possible play at the plate. Then
he made the discovery - the
bat had grooves in it.
-"An illegal bat - as
simple as that," said Harvey.
"They (batters) use an ice
pick, a can opener, something
in between the grain of the
wood. It gives the bat a grip.
It's an old trick. It's happened
before."
"I think it's silly," replied
Dodgers Manager Walter Al-
ston. "I don't think it helps a
batter at all. I doubt if great
hitters, Ruth, Musial, Aaron,
did that to a bat.
"The most disgusting thing of
all was wasting that kind of
pitching," he said.
Gary Carter walked with one
out in a 2-2 game and moved to
third on Pete Mackanin's
single. Then Marshall let fly
the pitch that sent Carter home'
and led to two others.
Lopes, who, had stolen three
bases in the game and a major
league record 38 in a row,
wanted a fourth steal in the
Dodgers' 12th. But he was cut
down by catcher Carter, the
last man to achieve the feat -
on June 4 - before Lopes went
on his record theft rampage.
Astros 8, Cubs 4
Jose Cruz hit two home runs
and Cliff Johnson hit his fifth in
the last five games to power
the Astros past to an 8:4 victory
over the Chicago Cubs. Bob
Watson also cracked his 16th
for Houston and Wilbur Howard
had four hits. Andy Thornton
homered for the Cubs.
Pirates 5, Reds 1
Oaks Holds Junior
Golf Club Tourney
The Oaks Country Club
completed its junior golf
program for the summer
Friday with the club tourney.
In the nine and 10-year-old
group, Mark Boggess had a 47
for nine holes for first place
while Steve McDougal had a 53
for second and Barry Bogard a
61 for third.
David Ryan shot a 46 to win
the 11-12 division while Howie
Crittenden had a 51 for second
and Vic Marshall a 52 for third.
Kevin Shahan had a 78 for 18
holes to win the 13 and over
division with Larry Watkins
second with an 88 and Dan
Carman taking third.
GOLF
LITTLETON, Colo. - Judy
Rankin withstood a late charge
by Sandra Haynie and Jane
Blalock to win the 640,000 Na-





HAVE YOU CONSIDERED OPERATING
YOUR OWN BUSINESS"
IF YOU AM A PINSON WHO IS WELL KNOWN AND RISP/CTED III YOU
COMMUNITY AND ARE SALES AND PROMOTION ORIENTED, WI IN
VIII YOU TO CONSIDER TWO FASCINATING TRAVEL AGENCY BUSINESS IT
REWIRES A CAS/4 INVESTMENT
KY °PIRATING YOUR OWN BUSINESS AND BEING A PART OF TM
NATIONS THIRD LARGEST INDUSTRY (70 BILLION DCilLARS ANNUALLY)
YOUR REWARDS ARE WELL AllOVI-AVIRAGE EARNINGS . PLUS TIII II
MOMENT Of PERSONAL reavn.
WI AU PLANNING TO OPEN A HOLIDAY TRAVEL SERVICI SUS-AGENCY
IN MURRAY. W YOU MI QUALIFIED AND An UAW' TO MOOT TIN
CNALIDIGE, DIRECT YOUR IIKWIRIES TO MI PERSONAL ATTENTION OF
JIM WILLIAMS, PRESIDENT
HOLIDAY TRAVEL SERVICE, INC.
P 0. BOX 5527 EVANSVILLE, IND. 47715
of PHONE (812) 477-9282
Al Oliver tripled and hom-
ered, driving three runs and
scoring two to lead the Pirates
over the Reds.
Cardinals 6, Braves 2
"Speed is the name of the
game, no matter what you're
doing," said St. Louis Manager
Red Schoendienst after Lou
Brock stole the 800th and 801st
bases of his career and Willie
Davis got out of a first-inning
rundown to help the Cardinals
roll over the Atlanta Braves.
Padres 7-7, Phlllies 2-6
Randy Jones picked up 17th
victory with an eight-hitter in
the opener before Bobby To-
Ian's 12th-inning single com-
pleted the sweep for the Padr-
es.
TAKING A RIP-Doug Morgan, Worthington's fine
baseman and one of the top players in the tourney, gets a
Morgan plays baseball at Harvard in the Ivy League.
second
basehit.
Petty Nips Pearson By Hoods-Length
By JERRY GARRETT
AP Sports Writer
BROOKLYN, Mich. (AP) -
The turning point in the race,
as Richard Petty saw it, was
when A.J. Foyt dropped out.
Never mind that Petty had to
come from behind to beat Da-
vid Pearson by a hood length.
"Foyt seemed like he coule
run away from the rest of us
when he wanted," Petty ex-
plained. "It didn't really seem
to matter how far back he
would get after a pit stop or
caution period, he'd be back up
front before too long."
Petty held off Person in win-
ning Sunday's 400-mile NAS-
CAR Grand National stock car
race at Michigan International
Speedway. The race took near-
ly five hours to run because of
a 2 hour, 12 minute rain delay
and numerous caution periods.
Foyt blamed the rain for
costing him the race. He
dropped out with a blown en-
gine after 234 miles.
"The heavier cars had an ad-
vantage after the rain because
the water washed away most of
BASEBALL
STANDINGS




Boston 77 51 .602
Baltimore 69 58 .543
New York 64 64 .500
Cleveland 58 67 .464
Milwaukee 57 72 .442
Detroit 51 77 .398
West
Oakland 78 51 .605
Kansas City 69 57 .5,48
Chicago 63 65 .492
Texas 63 67 .485
Minnesota 60 69 .465
California 60 71 .458
Saturday's Results
Chicago 6, Boston 4
New York 12, California 4
Detroit 6, Minnesota 5, 12 in
nings
Oakland 6.9, Milwaukee 3-3
Cleveland 7, Kansas City 1
Texas 1, Baltimore 0
Sunday's Results
California 9-4, New York 0-3
Boston 6, Chicago 1
Minnesota 3, Detroit 1
Kansas City 5, Cleveland 2
Milwaukee 7, Oakland 6
Texas 8, Baltimore 7
Monday's Games
Chicago (Kaat 18-9) at Cleve
land (Eckersley 9-5), (n)
Baltimore (Alexander 51) at
Kansas City (Leonard 9-5), (n)
Minnesota (Decker 1-3) at
Milwaukee (Slaton 11-14), (n




California at Boston, (n)
Chicago at Cleveland, (n)
Oakland at New York, (n)
Baltimore at Kansas City, (n )
Minnesota at Milwaukee, (n)













W L Pct. GB
Pittsburgh 72 56 563
Philphia 69 59 539 3
St, Louis 69 59 .539 3
New York 66 62 .516 6
Chicago 60 70 .462 13
Montreal 55 72 .433 161/2
West
Cincinnati 84 44 .656 -
Los Angeles 68 61 .527 161/2
S Francisco 63 66 .488 211/2
San Diego 60 60 .465 241/2
Atlanta , 57 73 .438 28
Houston '50 82 379 36
Saturday's Results
Houston 14, Chicago 12
Cincinnati 12, Pittsbiigh 7
San Francisco 2, New York 1
Los Angeles 3.2. MontreOL 1 5
St. Louis 7, Atlanta 2
San Diego 8, Philadelphia 3
Sunday's Results
Pittsburgh 5, Cincinnati 1
Houston 8, Chicago 4
St. Louis 6, Atlanta 2
New York 9-0, San Francisco
56
San Diego 7 7, Philadelphia
6, 2nd, 12 innings
Montreal 5, Los Angeles 3, 14
innings
Monday's Games
Cincinnati (Norman 8-4) .-‘•
Chicago (P Reuschel 10-13)
Atlanta (Thompson .--0-4) at
Pittsburgh (Rooker 9.9). (n)
Houston (Roberts 7-14) at St.
Louis (McGlothen 139), (n)
New York (Webb 5-5) at sari
Diego (Strom 5-4), In)
fchiladelphia (Christeson 7-4)





Atlanta at Pittsburgh, (n)
'Houston at St. Louis, (n)
New York at San Diego, (n)
Philadelphia at Lbs Angeles,
(n)
Montreal at San Francisco.
(n)
the bite I traction) on the
track," Foyt said. "I had too
push mine too hard after that."
After Foyt had dropped out,
Petty, who had been lurking be-
hind the leaders through 300
miles, suddenly shot out to a
huge lead.
"I think I was out in front by
10 or 12 seconds, which is a lot
on this track," Petty said of the
Tompetitive two-mile oval.
But the lead was cut to a car
length when the last caution
flag of the day came out after
Cale Yarborough and Dave
Marcis rammed into each other
arkr-§na 1TiaTti
straightaway.
The tangle did - little more
than make for an exciting fin-
ish. Neither driver lost his posi-
tion.
Yarborough held on to third
in his Chevrolet over Bobby Al-
lison in a Matador. Marcis'
Dodge was fifth, a lap behind
the leaders.
Pearson, the pole position
outran me all day," Pearson
said. "I knew he was faster
and I was lucky to finish as
close as I did."
Pearson tried hard on the fi-
nal lap to hold off Petty, but he
got a little sideways in the
fourth turn. Petty jumped past
and closed the door on his old
rival.
Petty averaged 107.583 miles
an hour in his Dodge, the slow-
est winning average in the sev-
en-year history of the track.
Coo Coo Marlin escaped in-
jury in. the race when the en-
gine of his Chevrolet exploded
-171cNerit. hM". %4Sferitry in-Tt
guard rail. It took nearly 30
minutes to replace the mangled
guard rail.
In Sunday's other major auto
race, Clay Regazzoni of Swit-
zerland won the Swiss Grand
Prix in a Ferrari, followed by
Patrick Depailler of France in
a Tyrell and Jochen Mass of
Germany in a McLaren.
starter in his Wood brothers At DuQoin, Ill., Tom Bigelow
Mercury, took his second place--41- Whitewater, Was., won the
philosophically.. .100-lap U.S. Auto Club National
"I couldn't outrun Petty. He Dirt Championship.




The time has come to start
talking about magic numbers
when discussing the Boston Red
Sox ... and the magic number
is 28, with 20 and 17 not far be-
hind.
"We should make it this
time," Bill Lee said Sunday
after defeating the Chicago
White Sox 6-1 and closing in on
20 wins - a mark no Boston
lefthander has achieved since
Mel Parnell in 1953 - with his
17th triumph.
"We lost a lot of tight ball
games last September when we
just stopped hitting, but I don't
think that's going to happen to
this team," Lee continued.
-And Baltimore isn't as strong
a team as it was a year ago.
They've been popping off for a
long time about catching us,
but they haven't gained any
ground."
In fact, the Orioles lost
ground when they dropped a
disputed 8-7 decision to the
Texas Rangers, falling 7ki
games back in the American
League's East Division. Both
teams have 34 games remain-
ing and any combination of 28
Boston wins and Baltimore
losses will give the Red Sox the
division flag.
Elsewhere, the Milwaukee
Brewers edged the Oakland A's
7-6, the Kansas City Royals
downed the Cleveland Indiaps
6.2*.theXalgarnia-Aingels
pair fromfrom the New York Yan-
kees 9-0 and 2-1 and the Min-
nesota Twins beat the Detroit
Tigers 3-
Home runs by Carl Yastr-
zemski and Jim Rice backed
Lee's clutch eight-hit pitching
against the White Sox. Yaz
drilled his 13th in the first in-
ning and the Red Sox scored
twice in the fifth on Fred
Lynn's double, a single by
Dwight evans, Rick Burleson's
sacrifiee fly and singles by Bob
Montgomery and Bob Heise.
Rice continued the assault on
Wilbur Wood by smashing his
20th homer in the sixth.
Rangers 8, Orioles 7
Lenny Randle scored from
third base on Mike Hargrove's
ninth-inning grounder with the
disputed winning run. Tom
Grieve gave the Rangers a 7-6
lead with a two-run homer in
the eighth but Baltimore's Ken
Singleton homered in the ninth
to tie it.
Randle then delivered a one-
out single in the bottom of the
ninth off Wayne Garland and
went to third when Cesar Tovar
greeted Dyer Miller with a
double. Grant Jackson issued
an intentional walk to Dave
Nelson, who homered earlier,
loading the bases.
Hargrove then grounded to
shortstop Tim Nordbrook and
umpire Jerry Neudecker ruled
that Randle beat the throw to
the plate trying for a forceout.
The decision prompted a vehe-
ment argument led by Balti-
more Manager Earl Weaver
and catcher Elrod Hendricks.
Brewers 7, A's 6
Milwaukee had to come from
behind with three runs in the
seventh and three more in the
eighth to end an eight-game
losing streak. Kurt Bevacqua
socked a two-run homer off
Dick Bosnian in the seventh,
Robin Yount greeted Oakland
relief ace Rollie Fingers with a
game-tying homer in the eighth
and Charlie Moore delivered a
tie-hreiderftg tw6:run trouble. '"
However, the Brewers needed
a brilliant relief job by Tom
Murphy after the A's scored a
run in the ninth on lour con-
secutive walks. Murphy came
on with the bases loaded and
none out and retired Gene Te-
nace and pinch hitter Rich
McKinney on pop-ups and
struck out Phil Garner.
Royals 5, Indians 2
Hal McFtae drove in two runs
to back a combined seven-hitter
by Al Fitzmorris and Doug
Bird as the Kansas City Royals
ended a three-game skid and
climbed back to within 7li
games of Oakland in the AL
West. McRae started the scor-
ing in the first inning with his
fifth home run of the season.
Kansas City took the lead with
two runs in the fourth, the first
on John Mayberry's single and
George Brett's RBI triple, a
drive which center fielder Rick
Manning misjudged.
Angels 9-4, Yankees 0-3
Frank Tanana, the major
leagues' strikeout leader,
hurled a four-hitter and struck
out eight in the opener, while
Mike Miley hit a two-run
homer. •
In the nightcap, strikeout
king Nolan Ryan allowed six
hits in six innings and fanned
eight and the Yankees chipped
in with six errors, three by
third baseman Graig Nettles
and two by catcher Ed Her-
rmann on one play. Another
error by right fielder Walt
Williams set up the winning run,
nullifying eithth-inning homers
by Nettles and Herrmann.
Twins 3, Tigers I
Rookie Dave McKay's triple
triggered Minnesota's decisive
two-run sixth inning off Mickey
Lolich. McKay scored on a
single by Glenn Borgmann, who
came around on singles by Jer-
ry Terrell and Craig Kusick.




The third annual New
Providence Riding Club Super
Show will be held at 4 p.m.
August 30.
There will be 14 classes of
competition. Feature classes
are open western pleasure and
the super barrel race.
This will be one of the largest
shows in western Kentucky and
the public is urged to attend.
Some of the nation's top riders






Now you can rest a little easier.
Federal legislation beginning in September permits you to
authorize the deposit by the Treasury Department of your Social
Security check into your checking account or savings account with
us.
Now you can earn a little more.
You'll earn interest from the moment we receive your Social
Security check if it is deposited to your savings account. No more
' idle funds, while your check rests in your mailbox or on your desk.
Now you can avoid a wait in line.
Just because your Social Security check arrived doesn't mean you
have to go to the bank. We deposit it for you. Automatically.
Now you can arrange for direct deposit of
your Social Security check. Drop by the bank
and fill out the authorization form.
Bank of Murray
Member FDIC




Africa AP - Francis Lom-
bard of Port Elizabeth has a
fishy tale for his insurance
agents.
He claims a whale fell on his
car, denting the roof and dam-
aging the windshield.
The whale is a fiber-glass
model mammal which stands
near the entrance to a seaside
resort hotel at Plettenberg Bay.
A strong gale recently lifted
the Whale from the ground and
it came crashing down on Lom-
bards brand new car parked
neart*.
Bicentennial Travel, The Victory Trail
EDITOR'S NOTE - Here
was the first American victory
of the budding revolution, and
following a valorous trail, the
bicentennial tourist can walk
where Benedict Arnold fought






- On May 10, 1775, Ethan Al-
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HERE COMES siW MOTHER!
HE'S NOT SKINNq ANY MOREL'




Green Mountain Boys stormed
Fort Ticoderoga overlooking
Lake Champlain and captured
its sleeping British defenders
without firing a shot.
The American Revolution had
begun three weeks earlier at
Concord and Lexington, but this
was the first American victory.
"From that point on, there was
no turning back," says John
H.G. Pell, a wealthy investor
and Allen biographer.
Pell's family bought the fort
in 1820 and painstakingly recon-
structed the French-built stone
fortress early in this century.
The fort, open daily from 8
a.m. to 6 p.m. through mid-Oc-
tober, offers visitors a 1,000,
acre park to stroll through and
picnic in as they relive that vic-
tory. Guided tours, fife and
drum corps and drills with au-
thentic cannon are provided in
July and August. Admission is
$2 for adults, $1.50 for children
10-13.
- ke "rrttnicaT 9tFb if the-Maiinat''ka--
Christian Center on Monday, August 25 and will appear at
the University School Auditorium on Tuesday along whh the
Archers. Concerts will also be presented Wednesday, Thur-




























WHO CARES? USE THE
ANTIAIRCRAFT GUN-
THAT'S WHAT ITS FOR.
MY WIPE MADE ME






The tourist who steps through
the stone archway to the fort's
courtyard walks on the same
ground George Washington and
other Revolutionary leaders
trod and can see where Allen
stood when he roused the Brit-
ish commander and demanded
the surrender of the fort -in
the name of the Great Jehovah
and the Continental Congress."
A museum inside the fort dis-
plays Revolutionary muskets,
swords, powder horns and dra-
matic 'paintings of battle
scenes.
The fort lies along what one
historian called the early "war-
path" of America - a series of
waterways from Montreal to
New York City that includes
the Richelieu River, Lake
Champlain, Lake George and
the Hudson River. French, Brit-
ish and then American forces
used these waters.
Interstate 87 from Albany
north to the Canadian border
winds through the Adirondack
Mountains parallel to these wa-
ter routes and provides easy
access to Fort Ticonderoga and
other Revolutionary era sites,
among them:
-Saratoga National Histori-
cal Park, 25 miles -north of Al-
bany, where British Lt. Gen.
John Burgoyne, who had recap-
tured Fort Ticonderoga, surren-
dered in 1777 after two bloody
battles against the rebels.
-Valcour Island in Lake
Champlain, south of
Plattsburgh. Here Benedict Ar-
nold led a naval action that de-
layed a British invasion from
canada in 1776.
Fort Mount Hope and Mt, _
-befinate, bath Dist- tie
village of Ticonderoga. The fort
guarded the portage between
Lake Champlain and Lake
George. The toll road to Mt.
Defiance follows the route the
British took in 1777 when they
hauled guns to the top and





Four everung courses will be
offered by the Department of
Economics on the campus of
Murray State University during
the fall semester.
Dr. Howard C. Giles,
chairman, said each class will
meet once a week from 6 to 9 p.
m. for three semester hours of
credit. He listed these courses,
meeting places and instructors.
Monday - Economics 500,
Survey of Economic Principles,
Room 306, Business Building,
Dr. James Thompson. This
course is designed for people
who have had no previous
economics classes.
Tuesday - Economics 305,
Money and Banking, Room 308,
Business Building, Dr. Di
Harrison.
Thursday - Economics 230,
Principles of Economics 1,
Room 306, Business Building,
Dr. Gilbert Mathis; and
Economics 625, Managerial
Economics, Room 308, Business
Building, Dr. Giles.
The 600-level course is for
graduate students only, while
the 500-level course may be
taken for either graduate or
advanced undergraduate
credit.
Registration for fall classes
on the campus is scheduled
Monday and Tuesday. Aug. 25-
26, with the registration process
to continue until 6 p. m. Aug. 25
for the convenience of people
who cannot register earlier in
the day.
Songwriter and composer
Clay Mclean will be the
featured speaker at the
Maranatha Christian center
Wectnesday-Friday. Aug. 27-
29. Mclean, who has worked
in ministries in Louisiana, New
York. Chicago and Canada,














116 \ it, ',Creel Murray. Ky.
Siker
F.sta1t. ;pprdisal
Phut-, Yr.', business 753-0144).
iught 753-9-2.32 Store hours Mon-
day 1-6, Tuesday-Saturday 10-6
LATEX HOUSE paint sale.
Two gallons for $14.95.













Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED









is new. Great hostess




A load of antique fur-
niture. Good condition.
Also a supply of -com-






Come by and see at
























n and the Business
Office moy be
rata ' on 753 /916
/53-1917
If you need anything
checked about your car,





Will sell on con-






classes and baton. Age 4
and up. Phone 753-4647.
"Cleaning Is
Our Business"
Wbeu yea need supplies,
eipieseen1 or service eel
es. Classais is riot we
know boost. Ws km rtssis











14. Want To Buy
THE MOTHER EARTH
NEWS is here I For
subscription information




person to keep small baby
in their home five days a
week from 7:15 a. m. until
2:45 p. m. Call 753-8066.
WANTED SOMEONE to
keep 2 children in my
home. Weekdays for the













Manfred Kollman at 642-
9161 for an appointment to
discuss this opening.
TWO FULL time men to
work in scrap yard. Must
be able to operate cutting
torch. Apply Monday
through Friday, 7:30-5 p.
m. Murray Metals, Hwy.
121 S.
WANT SOMEONE to stay




free. House type con-
structed. Free delivery.
Built on treated skids.
Many in stock. Any size
built to order. See to
appreciate. On Hicks
Cemetery Road. One mile







together. Part time or full
time. Phone for ap-
pointment at 753-8138
12. Insurance













Brandon Dill, 753-1551 or
753-9104.
WANT TO BUY multi
purpose floor fan,
medium size. Phone 753-
5924 or 753-1681.
54-SELECTIONS ot
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up. Moulding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
645.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. 1,12" CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square
foot. Interior latex white
paint $3.95 gallon.
Fiberglass panels at 10
cents to 25 cents square
foot. Luan and birch doors
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Phone 587-2420.
15. Articles For Sale
RAM XS 1000 GOLF clubs.
Brand new set. $450.00





19 TRESSES ON 612 pitch,
span 24 ft. Will sell at cost
new or will build a
building. Call 436-5812 or
489-2697.
MIXED FIREWOOD.




wire. 39" high, 6" stay.
NINE 7 80 rod spools
American made, 4 point
heavy duty barbed. wire.
95-6 ft. steel post. Ap-




USED SET OF En-
cyclopedia In-
ternational's. Just like
new. Call after 4:30, 753-
9459.
RECLINER, $19.00. Coffee
table, $3.75. Three grade
school chairs $4.00 each.
Rug (braided) $10. Call
436-2285.
LARGE FLOOR safe,











OAK DRESSER, six old
dining chairs, platform
rocker, wing back chair,








CASE FARM tractor. V-
AC12. 3 point hitch. $875.
Call 436-5414
AGR1-PRODUCTS is now
taking orders for fall
grain bins. We also have
gooseneck grain trailers
in stock. Miracle Span
farm buildings are ready
for delivery. Call 753-2958.
D-6 CATERPILLAR dozer
977 cat loader, 4 storage
tanks, and diesel fuel,
Backhoe, 1971 2 ton
Chevrolet dump truck.
Good shape, good price.
Call 753-9807, 354-6392 or
354-8301
20. Sports Equipment




















































































































































































ir PAYS TO ADVERME • • ADVERT/SE WHERE 11' PAYS...
20. Sports Equipment
24' JET BOAT seats 12
people, used 30 hours.
With new trailer, will sell
or trade for automobile.
Call 436-2427.
ONE SET OF DULOP
classic golf clubs and bag.
8 irons, 4 woods, putter.
Used twice. Call 753-8552.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753-
3226 after 4.
22. Musical
DRUNI SET and trumpet
and 2 bikes. Call 492-8374.
[MUSIC LESSONSPiano-Organ-Guitar& B. Music753-7575
REPOSSESSED COLOR
T.V. and stereo. Balance









Oak and Hickory. Cut to
order. Call 753-6477.
TWO STORY oak„log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.
16' 60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.
FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors




FORMICAL SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors




27 Mobile Home Sales
1971 LANCER, 12 x 65, all
electric, central air.
Three bedrooms, 1 12
bath. 200 amps. pole, 2
sets of concrete steps and
underpinning. Call 753-
6601 after 5;30 p. m.




28. Heating & Cooling
WARM MORNING
automatic gas heater.
Just like new. Call 474-
2355.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
29. Mobile Home Rentals
FOX MEADOWS AND
Coach Estates Mobile
Home Parks. South 16th
Street. Homes and spaces





tras. For more in-





Coed Snow* Rental Property
for lease at negotiable terms.
An Office Building with whitey
St the Northeast corset of Four-
th Street and Maple Strew in
Murray, kentvdty with parking
immediately in front of said
building. Call 753-4031 after
5:00 p.m. Of 753-4061 before
5:00 p.m.
RIVIERA BEAUTY SHOP
for rent. Call after 6
o'clock 753-0757.





32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM un-
furnished apartment on
lake property, 6 miles
from Paris Landing State
Park. $125.00 per month.
Call 901-642-5590.
NICE THREE ROOM
furnished apartment for 2
people. All utilities fur-








33. Rooms For Rent




preferred. Call 753-6770 or
762-2896.
ROOMS FOR boys nice and
private. Central air and
heat. Kitchen, half block
from campus. Call 436-
5479.





available for school year.
iiif
to
or buy; tialsiti the-- -Cail-75"17k-' -
country with bath. Call
753-1911. . HOUSE 
FOR RENT,
couples only. No pets. Call
753-2987.
MOVING FROM Texas
. looking for house to rent
with some acreage. Need
not be in top .ebndition
willing to repair. Please
call collect 314-441-0058.
32 Apartments For Rent
MURRAY MANOR - All










and clean. Couple only.
Phone 753-3805.
1973 12 x 64, MOBILE
home, 3 bedroom.
Available 1 Sept. 75. 105.00
per. month, Central air le
heat. Call 753-4481 or 436-
5337 after 5 p. m.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer




$50.00 per month. At New
Concord. Call 436-2427.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT for couple. Ideal
location adjacent to
campus. $80.00. 753-8585.
VACANT, NICE large 2














heat and air. Patio.
$150.00. Call 753-7550.
FURNISHED APART •





bedroom, 2 full baths. 505
South 6th. Call 753-4091.
A QUIET PLACE IN the
hills. Modern 2 bedroom
country home with peach





furnished. 13 miles from
Murray. $200 per month.
Call 753-7987 or 901-352-
3805.
37. bvestock - Supplies
GENTLE MARE, bridle
and saddle. Also com-





Scottish terrier, 6 months
old. 20 per cent less than
purchase price. Call 753-













months to I year. Call 901-
247-3232 between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m., 901-247-5570
between 9 p.m. and 10
p.m.
Another View
4a. S ••• - Ao .1".• .•••• .orn 
6 -2 5-





For city property of companies
vela'. Four bedroom brick on
one acre land. 15 o 20 paneled
family room, kitchen com-
bination, 12 m 15'.2 cerpeted
newly redecorated firing room.
Large ceramic tile both room
plus paneled utility room. Wall
heat and Fodder' oir condition.
Located 3 Niles out of town on
blacktop rood. Interested per-
sons, Call 753-7620,
46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM,
electric heat and air
conditioner. Call 489-2617
or 345-2292.
By Owner, 3 bedroom, 2
baths, den, large living
room, fireplace, formal
dining room, large kit-
chen with dishwasher and
self-cleaning oven,
central heat and air. 1%





Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Nome owned and operated over 70 yews De not sign any centre°
until jb ii finished
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914














MOVING - Must Sell




within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
ROBSERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
TO BUY or sell Real
Estate,. call or see us at •
Fultnn-YanneReatty,- 4th -
az Maple Streets, phone
753-7333. We have local
and out of state buyers
and handle property of all
kinds, in both Kentucky
and Tennessee. We' need
your listings now. Home
phones: Fulton E. Young, 
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson,
753-3744.
FIVE ACRES set up for
mobile homes. Located
near Hamlin, Ky. only a
mile from Kentucky
Lake. Fifteen mobile
home pads already in
with svace for several
more. Extra large deep
well. Four septic units.
Electric poles to many of
the sites. Here is an op-
Tportunity to buy a mobile
' home court reasonably.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street.
Murray, Kentucky.
SPACIOUS three bedroom
house. Two N...bat".. V
Fotriii, th fire ace,
carpeted, many closets.
Central heat and air.
Outside shop and §torage
areas. Walking distance
to Robertson, M. H. S. and
M. S. U. 1607 Sunset
Drive. Call 753-6012.
EXTRA NICE MOBILE
home on 5 wooded lots in
Cypress Springs resort,
furnished and has central
heat and air, a must to see
for year around comfort.
Moffitt Realty Company,
206 South 12th, 753-3597.
HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large 'election
in all price ranges at
Wilson. Realty, Auction
and Insurance. Across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753-
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345-
2343, Loretta Jobs 753-
6079. Member M. L. S.
FIVE ACRES of prime
land under new fence with
3 bedroom brick home.
Two outbuildings and
large oak tree in yard.
One metal barn with
lights and water, 116 x 40
block utility building with
lights and water. Three
miles from court square
on East side of town under
$40,000. Call 753-8500.
Have you ever wowed • home
that used. you feel like you
were living on • tropical WU all
by yours•H? Nestled la the
trees with terraced gardens sad
babbling brook is this fair
bedroom rustic home located
within walking distance of PASO
Den with fireplace, firing room
withdining area, two baths
recreation ream and many
distinctive f whores.
Can you paint? If so, this three
bedroom brick ;night be jest
what yeiere looking for. The
separate room shore the
garage is ideal for the mon or
OTOO with bobbies! Peat the
high cost of firing with the low






sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
44 Lots For Sale
$10 DOWN, will buy a large
1100' x 200') Kentucky
Lake access lot. Total
price of $2995 includes
central water tap in.
Phone, 436-5320 or 436-
2473.
6. Homes For Sale
COI,DWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. -Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-
traordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
SIX ROOM HOUSE, P
baths, 6 miles from (At)
limits. 40 x 40 garage, 10
acres of land, deep well,
256 ft. highway frontage.
Will trade for house in
town. Call 436-5560.
BY OWNER, delightful 3
bedroom brick, central
heat and air, all ap-
pliances, dining room and
den. Big shady lot. 401 N.
10th. Asking $26,500. Call
753-0690.
IN PANORAMA SHORES -
3 bedroom home with
electric heat, fireplace on
an acre lot - Beautiful
lake view - $12,950.
Contact Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N. 12th or
call/51-8080.  
FOR SALE by owner.
Beautiful spacious, 3
bedroom home at 1409
Dudley. Call 753-4381.










1973 YAMAHA 750 chopper.
Excellent condition.
$50.00 and take over
payments Call 753-8046.
1973 YAMAHA 500 street
bike with windsheild.
Home 489-2733.
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
P.m.
49 Used Cars Trucks
1974 LUXURY LEMANS.
• Really sharp. You've got
to see it to appreciate it.
• 'Call 753-827:
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1969 CHEVROLET wagon:
Call 436-5366 or 436-5437.





1968 OPAL CADET wagon.
Nice. $650. Call 753-1566.
1970 GTO, automatic and
air. Call 753-5686,
50. Campers
POP UP CAMPING trailer
with stove, refrigerator
and furnace. Excellent
condition. Call Ben Nix,
753-1372 or 753-3785.
1974 TRAILSTAR, Bambi
deluxe, sleeps six. Used
twice. Outstanding




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, it mile east



















under your house. Also








51. Services Offered 51. Services Offered
ALUMINUM SERVICEVWE DO hay hauling. Call
COMPANY siding by 753-6477.
Alcoa. Awnings by
Howmet Aluminum or
Rigid Vinyl. No down
- payment. Free estimates.
Call Will Ed Bailey, 492-






WILL MOW lots. Call 753-
1980. D. 0. Parks.
ROY HARMON'S Car-
penter Shop (old ice
plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors, '
formica work, finish
carpentry, contracting.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
EXPERIENCED Elec-




-grain bins & dairy barns.
All work guaranteed. No













home and industrial, air
conditioning and
refrigeration, plumbing





David Benton, 753-7699 or
753-0123.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p. m.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.






plowing and discing. Call
436-2540.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.
EXPERIENCED Elec-
trician needs work. Free
estimates. No job too
small. Call 753-7488.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.





efficient service. No job






Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.
54. Free Column
FIVE SIX WEEK OLD




dating back to the early
!Mies. Call 436-2285.
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Roto Tillers, hedge shears, carpet & tile tools, Wet & Dry vac. Scrub-
ber & Polisher, Saws: Chain, jig, sawiall and cutoff furniture dollies,
jacks auto & sewer tools, etc. --
753-5703
802N 18th Murray, Ky •
Ponce
753-1621

















































If it has an engine we
specialize in its repair
753-9437


















































If you do not receive




Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control
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• DAILY SERVICES • CARPETS
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James Lee Rogers, age 32, of
Lexington, died from injuries he
sustained when his pick-up
truck collided with a tractor-
trailer on Interstate 75,
Lexington, on Wednesday about
9:32 a.m.
Mr. Rogers, seri of Kelley G.
Rogers and Lillian Pierce
Rogers of Lexington, was a
graduate of the University of
Kentucky and a member of the
Porter Memorial Baptist
Church, Lexington.
The deceased was the
grandson of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Abe Rogers of the Penny
community and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Pierce of the
Kirksey community.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Dianne Jefferson Rogers, Route
Seven, Grimes Mill Road,
Lexington; one son, Jeffrey
McDowell Rogers, one
daughter, Miss Kelley Ann
Rogers, his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Kelley G. Rogers, and one
sister, Mrs. Robert Williams,
all of Lexington.
Funeral services were held
Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the W. R.
Milward Mortuary, Lexington,
with Rev. James K. Pierce and
Rev. Albert Griffin officiating.






Mrs.' Audie Cochrum of
Coldwater Community,
Mayfield Route Seven, died
Saturday at three p. m. at the--
home of a daughter, Mrs.
Monroe Wilkerson. She was 84
years of age.
The deceased was the wife of
Charlie Cochrum who died
December 21, 1911, and was a
member of the CaFrary Baptist
Church. Born November 19,
1890, in Calloway Caunty, she
was the daughter of the late
Carrie Richie and Mary
Elizabeth Freeman Richie.
Mrs. Cochrum is survived by
five daughters, Mrs. Monroe
Clelloni Wilkerson, Mayfield
Route Seven, Mrs. Ezzie
I Marelle ) Turner, Sedalia
Route One, Mrs. Frank
(Charlene) Baker, Akron, Ohio,
Mrs. Miller ( Earlene) Hopkins,
-Indiana, and Mrs. Jim
(Mildred) Farmer, Symsonia;
three sons, Nathan Cochrum,
Murray, Taz Chochriun, On-
tario, Calif., and Herman




grandchildren; two great great
grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Vester
Moreland and Bro. Richard
Adams officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White playing the organ.
Serving as pallbearers are
Dale Cochrum, Kenneth Ray
Cochrum, Bill Wilkerson, Ted
Wilkerson, Roy Wayne Turner,
Jack Hopkins, and Michael






WASHINGTON (AP) — Atty.
Gen. Edward H. Levi is consid-
ering appointing an internal
Justice Department "watch-
dog" to investigate any future
department scandals.
Levi and Deputy Atty. Gen.
Harold R. Tyler Jr. are weigh-
ing the question while dealing
with allegations of misdeeds in
four major department
agencies — the FBI, the Drug
Enforcement Administration,
the Law Enforcement Assist-
ance Administration, and the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service.
The department as a whole
and several of its branches
have been brushed with accusa-
tions of scandal, some serious
and some mere personality
clashes, over the past three
years.
The peak, of course, was Wa-
tergate and charges that de-
partment officials helped in the
cover-up. The key department
officials involved in the Water-
gate case all have resigned or
retired, and their successors
now search for ways to avoid
being suspected of covering up
crimes in the future.
Elliot L. Richardson, the at-
torney general who Nixon
forced out of office during the
, Watergate case, proposed
creating an inspector general's
office as an independent inves-
tigator of department scandals.
His successor, William B.
Saxbe, issued an order estab-
lishing such an operation last
January. But the order took ef-
fect about two weeks before
Saxbe resigned and never has
been implemented.
Levi and Tyler now are con-
sidering whether to create a
permanent full-time in-
vestigative office or to employ
the same technique on a tem-
porary basis in response to spe-
cific allegations.
In an interview, Tyler said
department officials were on
the verge of creating the per-
manent office at the time he
became deputy attorney gener-
al four months ago.
"I said 'Wait a minute. Once
you set up an office, you have
to be sure there's something for
them to do, you can't have ev-
erybody sitting around con-
templating the walls," Tyler
related.
Tyler indicated that he leans
toward the ad hoc approach,
with any allegations of mis-
deeds triggering a probe by de-
partment officials not con-
nected with the accused agen-
cy. But he said, "I wouldn't say
that's final. It's still very much
up in the air."
Moderates Predict Removal
Of Portugese Premier
LISBON, Portugal (AP) —
Political moderates today con-
tinued to predict the removal of
pro-Communist Premier Vasco
Goncalves within days in the
wake of more civilian demon-
strations and show-of-strength
military maneuvers by both
sides in the power struggle.
,Antif.soncalves army: unita
-hacTliecess- to most of the ap-
proaches to Lisbon, but a light
artillery regiment reported to
be one of the few units backing
the premier commanded the
main highway on the northern
outskirts of the capital.
, The pro-Goncalves regiment
Parked mobile howitzers at the
gates of its barracks less than
a mile from the Lisbon airport
and stacked sandbags in defen-
sive positions inside the camp.
Antiaircraft emplacements
were manned by soldiers in
camouflage uniforms.
At Leiria, 75 miles north of
Lisbon, besieged Communists
used fireworks and rifle gre-
nades Sunday to drive back
more than 300 anti-Communists




CLEVELAND, Ohio I AP) —
Six men and six women were to
try again today to decide
whether 29 men should pay in
dollars for the deaths and in-
juries of 13 students at Kent
State University in 1970.
The Kent State shooting jury
labored for 71,2 hours behind
closed doors guarded by a U.S.
Marshal Saturday.
Down the hall, some of the
nine students wounded May 4,
1970, parents of four students
killed and lawyers for the de-
fendants waited for the deci-
sion.
The panel decided not to
work Sunday but remained at a
downtown hotel under the
watchful eyes of guards, ma-
trons and a court bailiff. The
protection was ordered earlier
in the week after one juror was
reported assaulted in an effort
to influence his vote.
Federal State mance( Igen Semite
August 25.1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1270 Eat 700 Barrows —
Gilts 504 mostly 754 higher SOWS 500 lbs $1 -
1 50 higher over 500 mostly 504 higher
US 1-2 200-300 I bs $58 75-59 25
few at 59 50
US 1-3 200400 lb, $58 25-56 75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs 157 50-5025
US 3-4 NO-280 lbs 157 00-57 50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 ills $50 00-51 00
few 52 00
US 1-3350.450 lbs
US 1-3 450-650 Its
US 2-3 300-500 lbs




Ham Radio Club Will
Meet On Wednesday
The Murray State Amateur
Radio Club will meet at the
Ham Shack on Wednesday at
7:30 p.m.
All hams or anyone interested
in amateur radio are invited to
attend, a club spokesman said.
For further information call
753-7870 or 753-5278.
The university shootings
came on a Monday, after a
weekend of rioting in Kent, fol-
lowing then-President Richard
M. Nixon's announcement that
U.S. troops had been sent to
Cambodia.
The gunfire erupted on a sun-
ny campus hillside as Ohio' Na-
tional Guardsmen tried to dis-
perse an antiwar rally.
The wounded and families of
the dead are seeking $46 mil-
lion in damages from Gov.
James A. Rhodes, ex-Adj. Gen.
Sylvester T. Del Corso, Brig.
Gen. Robert H. Canterbury,
former Kent State President
Robert I. White and 25 present
or former guardsmen.
The case went to the jury
Friday afternoon after U.S.
District Court Judge Don J.
Young explained the issues and
the law brought out in 14 weeks
of trial.
The victims claim the shoot-
ings were unwarranted and
deprieved them of liberty and
in some cases, life, without due
process of law.
The defendants argue they
were duty-bound to break up
the rally, that the students con-
tributed to their injuries by tak-
ing part in a forbidden assem-
bly and that the troops had to
shoot in self-defense when the
crowd turned on them. '
Colonial House Smorgasbord
Hwy. 641 North - Murray, Ky.
Owned by Charles Gray and Dan McDaniel
 COUPON 
WORTH $1.00 Off
the regular adult dinner price any Tuesday, Wednesday, or
Thursday evenings, 4:30 until 830. Reserved parties ex-
cluded. Aug. 5-28
 (clip Et save) 
"All you can eat in a 'Come as you are' atmosphere."
In Evora 100 miles east of
the capital,Teftists were told at
a rally to repay violence with
violence. A leader of the pro-
Communist Democratic Move-
ment, Manuel Tengarrinha,
said: "If it is necessary we will
not hesitate to take tip arms."
President Francisco da Costa
Gomes issued a statement say-
ing divisions within the armed
forces had caused "a climate of
instability" and it was neces-
sary to reshuffle the military
politburo, the Revolutionary
Council, and maintain the 240-
man Armed Forces Assembly,
headquarters.
The mob, which came from a
Roman Catholic rally of 5,000
persons protesting the govern-
ment's pro-Communist trend,
ran for cover as 175 army com-
mandos lined up in front of the
party headquarters and fired
into the air. -There were no re- "government
porta of - fTh#7'govo
calves."
Drive. .
ue to assure the administration
of the country."
Goncalves' aides said they
read the statement as support
for the premier. But moderate
officers who have demanded
that Costa Gomes dismiss Gon-




braces for the children, and in
several instances for critical
surgery necessary to give these
'children normal or near-normal
lives.
In addition, the chapter helps
support the Child Development
Center at the University of
Louisville School of Medicine
under. -the- direction d1' Dr:
Bernard Weisskopf. This center
sends teams of doctors to
,- Mayfield twice yearly totha.military legislature. 
examine children on a referralHe concluded his brief state-
ment with an ambiguous dec- :
basis for physical, mental or
laration that "meanwhile it is - 
emotional developmental
problems. If further testing isup to the government to contin- necessary, the children may be
brought to the Center at
Louisville. The Center also
provided genetic counseling
services for families with a
history of problem pregnancies
or birth defective children.
The new emphasis of the
March of Dimes goes beyond
this to a concern for all mothers
and babies in an effort to
eliminate problems which can
be controlled through proper
prenatal care and modern
obstetrical skills and equip-
ment.
The field of perinatal
medicine is one that has gone
through rapid expansion in the
past decade. Obstetricians and
pediatricians are teamed
together to provide care for the
expectant mother, deliver the
baby and follow up with care of
that newborn for the first 28
days of its life.
Indeally, the mother-to-be
and father-to-be have seen a
doctor prior to starting a
pregnancy in the event that
either parent might be a carrier
of an undetected disease tliat
could be transmitted to, or in
some way affect, the developing
fetus. However, since this does
not generally happen, women
are urged to begin regular
medical care as soon as
pregnancy is suspected.
The chapter is involved in
educational programs for high
school age students to help
prepare them for parenthood, is
assisting expectant parents
classes in Mayfield and
Murray, and is working to
support prenatal care for all
mothers in the chapter.
The chapter also has helped
improve medical care available
in several of the hospitals in the
chapter by helping various
equipment to be used in
deliveries. A new infant war-
mer which helps prevent heat
loss in the newborn im-
mediately after birth is now in
operation in Caldwell County
hospital.
In Fulton County, the county
ambulance service now has a
transport incubator which is
totally portable and self-
sustaining flat can be used to
transfer critically-ill newborns
into intensive care facilities at
Memphis, Nashville or St.
, Louis. A similar unit is now in
use at Western Baptist Hospital
in Paducah, which in con.
, I junction with the helicopter
Schanbacher Kissinger Returns To Egypt
Serves Metric Among High Hopes For PactConsultant
Dr Eugene M. Schanbacher,
professor of Industry and
Technology at Murray State
University, served as metric
consultant for the Consumer
Dr. Eugene M. Schanbacher
Science and Technology
Workshop held at Florida A & M
University, Tallahassee.
The workshop held August 11-
22 focused on the impact of
metric measurement, status of





Washington, D. C., Virginia,
Alabama, Georgia, Florida,
Colorado, and California were
in attendance. Schanbacher has
been actively
varlets-In-eh* programs tn the 
pasttw.o years.
from Page
service from Ft. Campbell,
makes infant transfer not only
safer but considerably faster.
This can be an important factor
in the baby's survival.
The Mayfield Community
Hospital has installed a fetal
monitoring unit which
measurers the baby's heart rate
during labor and can detect
complications developing
earlier in labor which may
cause the doctor to change
plans for delivery of the infant.
In addition to measuring the
baby's heart rate, the monitor
records the mother's heart rate
and the pattern of her con-
tractions. Thus the attending
nurses and doctors can follow
the progress of her labor.
Much of the chapter's
energies are devoted to in-
creasing public awareness of
the progress that has been
made in maternal-infant health
care services. Because of the
initial expense of much of this
equipment, it is not always
possible for hospitals to un-
dertake the purchase without
ALEXANDRIA, Egypt (AP)
— Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger flew back to Egypt
today on his diplomatic shuttle
amid high hopes for a new
Sinai pact.
Kissinger went into session
with President Anwar Sadat at
his seaside summer residence
at Mamoura, near Alexandria.
Foreign Minister Ismail Fatuny
and Vice President Hisni Muba-
rak also attended the meeting.
Prospects for an Israeli-
Egyptian pact were brightened
by an Israeli report that Egypt
had agreed to another key
point.
Foreign Minister Yigal Alton
announced that Egypt had
agreed to let Israel station its
men in an electronic warning
post on the western slope of- the
Gidi mountain pass, one of the
two Sinai Desert gateways
which Israel would return to
the Egyptians. This would be
located in the territory being
returned to Egypt.
The post, at Umm Khashiba,
would enable Israel to monitor
Egyptian military moves and
has been a key Israeli condition
for relinquishing the Gidi and
Mitla passes.
Alton said Egypt could have
a corresponding surveillance
post on the Israeli side of the
Gidi pass to monitor Israeli
military movements.
Kissinger was jovial and con-
fident as he talked to newsmen
late Sunday after five hours of
negotiating with Israeli leaders.
arg cont,inuing
progress and have not encoun-
tered any unexpected diffi-
outside support. Since many
birth defects can be corrected if
diagnosed early, the im-
portance of such equipment to
help insure a safe delivery and
to use in testing and checking
the baby at birth becomes
apparent.
The chapter hopes to provide
services in the area of nursing
education during the coming
year. The National Foundation
is preparing a new series of
modular teaching units dealing
with the first six hours of a
newborn's life. This unit is
designed to enable nurses to
upgrade their skills within their
own hospital. As soon as the
series is completed, the chapter
will provide a set for each
hospital delivering babies.
The chapter has educational
literature and films suitable for
all ages of school children as
well as civic groups. Anyone
interested in further in-
formation can call the chapter




CHARLESTON, W.Va. )AP) "We- want thousands and— West Virginia coal miners thotiiands of miners in Charles-today began the third week qf ton Monday to show that we'retheir wildcat strike and asked
miners in neighboringgitates to
help shut down operations
throughout .the Appalachian
coalfields.
ITie walkout, which began in
Logan County, has spilled into
Ohio, Kentucky and Virginhi
and has idled an estimated 37,-
000 miners.
Nearly 3,000 coal miners met
at two rallies Sunday and were
urged to participate today in a
rally at the U.S. District Court-
house here to protest repeated
court orders demanding an end
to the strike.
Also scheduled today in
Washington was a special meet-
ing of the United Mine Work-
ers' 21-member executive
board.
The protesting miners estab-
lished three conditions which
they insist must be met beton,
they will return to work:
signed agreement be-
tween the Bituminous Coal Op-
erators Association and the
UMW that the operators will
not seek further injunctions I.
stop local disputes.
—Agreement by the corn
ponies to expedite a backlog of
grievances to arbitration.
_A pledge from the coal
companies not to carry out re-
prisals against miners involved
in the wildcat strike.
Skip Delano, a Darroille,
W.Va., miner, called ,UMW
President Arnold Miller -a
scab" and said Miller has "sent
telegritins to local presidents,
telling the men to cross picket
lines and report the names, of
en on picket lines. -.'/n 
not afraid" of possible fines
and jail terms, "and to show
how the strike can spread to
every mine in the country,"
Delano added.
The Miners' Committee to
Defend the Right to Strike at-
tracted 2,500 paarticipants Sun-
day to a rally at a roadside
park 21 miles south of here
culties," he said. "On most ma- —ifie , line to which Israel
jot items agreement is close." will withdra;Jd the distance
But he added: "You can run that Egyp orces will be
into difficulties, and I don't able to advance Vier the pull-
want to make a final judg- back. Kissinger said "differ-
ment." ences are narrowing" gp. that
Alton said "a great deal of point.
agreement has been reached" —The wording of the nurner-
between Israel and the United ous clauses in the proposed
States. agreement. Israel wants exact
Ismail Fahmy, Egypt's for- language that will leave no
eign minister, met twice with room for later "misunder-
US. Ambassador Hermann standings."
Eilts to review reports Kissin-
ger sent from Israel. Presiden-
tial spokesman Tahseen •Bashir
said the Egyptian government
considered the negotiations
"fluid and promising."
An Israeli foreign ministry
spokesman said Kissinger
would have to shuttle at least
twice more between Israel and
Egypt before he could conclude
a pact. This would take him at
least until Wednesday.
Among the problems still to
be cleared up were:
—Israel's demand that U.S.
technicians help man six addi-
tional surveillance posts it
wants set up in the Gidi and
Mitla passes. "We are making
progress in that direction," Kis-
singer said. But he also told the
Israelis the U.S. Congress
would have to authorize this
use of American personnel.
STOCK MARKET
—Future American peace
moves, chiefly on the Syrian
front. U.S. officials say there is
an understanding that Israel
will negotiate another interim
accord with Damascus when
the Israeli-Egyptian agreement
is settled, but the Israelis say
they will make only in-
significant "cosmetic" territo-
rial concessions on the Syrian
Golan Heights.
Prl ea of Meek et local interest at noon.
EDT, today, tandird to dm Ledger
Ilmee by First dnehigan, Corp.,
Murray, are ea Mews:
-
Kaufman & Broad  +
 9 LIMPonderosa Systems 
Kimberly Clark 311% +
Union Carbide 61
W. R. Grace 25% +L.
Texaco 23Ta +1,
General Elec 441 -4-1i
GAF Corp..... .......... . 101. +1.
Georgia Pacific 43 +64,
Pfizer WO uric
Jun Walters 30~ +44
rsch 14 +,•..
Disney  
. • 12 +14Franklin Mint'  25,4 +1.
Prices et stocks of Meal interest st mess
today turruahged to the Ledger 1. Times by
I. M Simon Co. are asiollows.
Airco IP/ +Ms
Amer. Motors  "At,
Ashland Oil 1996 +44
A. T. T. 40~ +4.
Boise Cascade 220k +%
Ford 3I% +%
Gen. Motors 47% +4
Gen Dre 140k
Goodrich 16% unc
Gulf 041 204 +44.
Perutvraft 73% uric
Quaker Oats 1996 uric
Republic Steel 30% toe
Singer 12% +%Tappan 01k+4.




The Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will m
tonight ( Monday) at sev, .m.
at the Callowa Co Public
Library.
Shakesper.e1 King Richard





The Department of Marketing
and General Business at
Murray State University will
offer four evening classes on the
campus and one evening class
at Paducah Community College
this fall.
Dr. William B. Seale,
chairman, listed these on-
campus offerings, _along  with
eir times, plates-
structors:
Tuesday — General Business
140, Introduction to Business, 6
to 9 p. m., Room 302, Business
Building, Kenneth Humphreys.
Wednesday — General
Business 240, Business Law I, 6.
to 9 p. m., Room 402, Business
Building, Steve West.
Thursday — Marketing 360,
Principles of Marketing, 6 to 9
p. m., Room 402, Business
Building, Phil Niffenegger ; and
General Business 548, Women
and the Law, 6 to 9 p. m., Room
302, Business Building, Don
Overby.
The course to be offered at
PCC through the continuing
education program will be
Marketing 567, Marketing
Planning and Strategy. To be
taught by Ed Timmerman, the7.
class will meet from 6 to 9
each Tuesday.
Registration for f classes
on the campusA scheduled
Monday arjsVThesday, Aug.
25-26, y4f1 the registration
pro. to continue until 6 p. m.
gu. 25 for the convenience of
people who cannot register
earlier in the day.
Registration for the con-
tinuing education classes at
PCC is scheduled Saturday,
Aug. 23, from 9 a. m. to noon at
PCC.
841111 NOTES
by William M. Boyd
We get our word "cash" from a
round bronze Chinese coin with a
square hole in the center. About
the size of our half-dollar, the
Chinese "cash" circulated as
early as 1000 B.C.
When you think of modern "cash".. to save, to borrow., -thinkof our Full Service Bank. We want to serve your moneyneeds.
P EOP LE Sol/BANK
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